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CHAIRMAN

CECIL GREEN*:

I'm Senator Cecil

Green, and I'd like to

welcome you all

here tonight.
In

opening

Violence,

this

hearing

of

the

Joint

I want to assure you that the

Committee on

organized Crime

and Gang

Legislature recognizes the seriousness

f

the

gang violence problem.
And

over the

past year,

this Committee

has held

hearings around

the state

to

address the issue of gang violence and we have produced legislation to help remedy this
problem.

True, we haven't come up with all the answers, but that's what we're here for

tonight.
And
and

there's no easy solutions.

But we are making every effort to do something now

to make our schools a safer place.

A place

where you can learn and learn to read

rather than commit a crime.
Today's hearing is consistent with our commitment to wage a frontal assault and war
on

the gang violence.

Schools represent a critical area of concern in this regard for

legislators and school officials alike.
I

hope that this hearing is responsive to the

will

effectively provide

some guidance

concerns of our schools and that it

in dealing

effectively with

the problem

of

violence that gangs bring to our schools.
It

is an important problem.

We hear a lot

of questions.

We would

like to have

what are the answers.
But
here

before we start our hearing, I would like

in the district, Assemblyman Bob Epple.

And

to introduce to you our Assemblyman
thank you, Bob, for coming tonight.

Do you have any remarks?
ASSEMBLYMAN BOB EPPLE:
CHAIRMAN GREEN:
ASSEMBLYMAN
actually
state.
But

Yes, I'd like to •••

Push your button.

EPPLE:

This hearing, I

coming up with answers

to many of the

Tonight we're looking into one

as all of us know, the

think, is an important

step that we take

problems involved with crime

area and that's gang violence

gang violence in our communities grows

in

in this

in our schools.

each day, seems to

become worse, and spreads to areas that have never known gang violence in the past.
I

think that

violence

what

in schools

we hear

tonight

about dealing with

Green was

and gang

is going to help in the future to stop the spread of gangs, not

only in the schools, but throughout the community.

*Senator

the schools --

Acting Chair

for this

attend.
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That's one reason I'm very happy to

hearing as

Senator Deddeh

was unable

to

be

here tonight, sharing this information, and learning

problem

so that

the

senator and

I

and all the

more about the answers to the

other legislators can

come up with

legislation that will answer part of the problems.
As

the Senator said, we haven't come up with

won't come up with all the answers either.
these

problems as

building

blocks.

all the answers.

I look at -- coming up -- with dealing with

And it

takes many blocks

around those problems before we have the answers.
so

many of our conununity present

What we do tonight

to build a

full wall

And it's one reason I'm happy to see

tonight to look into this

problem, because it isn't

one

that's going to be answered at the State level.

It's going to take the community,

the

local government, the city governments, county governments, and the State in order

to come up with any answer.
CHAIRMAN

GREEN:

Thank you, Bob.

city, Grace Napolitano.
MAYOR
happy

And, Grace, do you have something for us?

GRACE NAPOLITANO:

something to say, Cecil.
you here

and dissemination as to what is happening

the local level are

being

Well, we have

that we are able to provide -- to have

information
at

Next I'd like to introduce the Mayor of the fair

curtailed by

very frustrated by the

either

the existence or

But

we are very

to provide the conununity the
at the State level.

numerous attempts to do
non-existence of laws

Because we

something and

to deal with

the

problem.
And,

yes, I think our conununity

is here, most of us,

to say we've had it

and we

need your help.
CHAIRMAN GREEN:

Thank you, Grace.

MAYOR PRO TEM LUIGI VERNOLA:
CHAIRMAN GREEN:

MAYOR

Thank you, Cecil.

And I know you want to say something.

MAYOR PROTEM VERNOLA:
CHAIRMAN GREEN:

And Luigi Vernola, the Mayor pro Tern.

Well •..

I've never known you not to say anything. (laughter)

PROTEM VERNOLA:

I think before we get

started here, I'd just like to read

something I -- we put together, if it's appropriate.
MAYOR NAPOLITANO:
CHAIRMAN GREEN:
MAYOR NAPOLITANO:
AUDIENCE:

No.

CHAIRMAN

GREEN:

I don't think the mike is on.
Yeah.
Can you hear us in back?

No, he hasn't learned to talk in

the mike yet, but he's still --

he's still new.
MAYOR PRO TEM VERNOLA:
Well,
problems

This is a short mike here. (laughter)

you know, as we all -- I think all of us know that the City of Norwalk's had
with gangs and gang activity

for many years.

Our law

enforcement officials

have told us we have eleven gangs and an estimated 2,000 gang members.
-2-

The City of Norwalk has taken strong -- a strong stand against gang activity in our
neighborhoods.
gang

We originally committed over

involvement and

drugs,

to

$275,000 towards programs to

find alternatives to

graffiti, vandalism,

burglary,

discourage

their destructive activity,

truancy, and violence.

including

We are using

all the

resources we have at this time to solve the gang problem in Norwalk.
Recently,
to

a number of studies have been conducted at a cost of millions of dollars

determine if the laws of today dealing with

enough.

gangs and gang activity are not strict

And that we should be passing laws which

deal in a more forceful manner with

young criminals.
And
a

quoting from one of these studies, "When a youthful offender gets arrested for

relatively minor crime such as petty theft

imposed.

The child

message
about

is

counseled or

or vandalism, penalties are almost never

merely

sent home to

that the system gives to this youngster is

his or her

parents.

The

that society is not really serious

expecting people to obey the laws and they -- and that very little, if anything,

happens

when a juvenile breaks the law.

legislation

Cities must have the proper state and federal

to deal with these problems and to

force parents, property owners and the

like to share the burden of the cities' costs."
The

citizens of

homes.

things

for

and

to becoming prisoners

We

have caused our citizens

to feel they have

-- when they want to take a trip or to
fear of gang violence.

residence homes.

lost some freedoms

All of these
and so they

just venture out of their homes at night,

Not just here in Norwalk, but in all cities throughout the

We the people implore you -- we. beg of

with these problems and give
our freedom.

in their own

see burglar alarms, security doors,

locks, security lights being installed in our

country.
deal

have been relegated

And that goes throughout the country.

security

have

Norwalk

you -- to pass the laws necessary to

us back our neighborhoods, our

We ask this of you our

legislators.

streets, our homes,

We implore that of you.

Thank

you, Cecil.
CHAIRMAN GREEN:
of

Thank you, Luigi, it's good comments.

a lot of those things

most of the problems.

and some of the problems

that are out there.

But it is what are the answers?

whatever.

But this is what this Subcommittee has been

California

in different communities and Bob and

last
put

month or so to -- our fact finding.
together.

And

each

of us, then,

And I think we're all aware
probably

The answers are tighter laws or
doing now -- is getting out in

I have sat in several of

And from

And

them in the

this will be a report that will be

will have that

report and from

that then the

legislation will come forth.
There
juvenile

is a

time, and

I agree

with you,

justice system is here, and this

we're going to be zeroing in on.

Luigi, that

the time

to overhaul

is things that takes time and

this is what

And your comments are -- are really appreciated.
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our

And

at this time, I think we have another councilman out there.

there.
to

Where are you at, Rod?

come up here.

He wants

Let's all give Rod a big hand.

to stay back there with

But is there any other councilman here?
I

ran across Bob at dinner

here.

Rod Rodriguez was

(applause)

He declined

the troops and I guess

that's ...

I don't think so.

just before I came up

and he said he was

going to be

So he's probably still eating.

But

anyhow, at this time I'd like to then go into a video.

And we would start the

meeting off with this video that addresses the problems and think it's the problem with
the

gangs

and

informative
want

the

violence

that

we're

experiencing.

You'll

find

this

thing that a lot of us have seen in Washing ••. --in Sacramento.

to go to Washington.

It's too cold.)

But

It's short, but I think you'll be able to see it.

I think you'll find

a very
(I don't

it informative.

If you can't see it, move to a point

where you can, because we only have the one monitor tonight and all of us at the table,
if we'll all make a move out there, then we can see it, too.

-- SHOWING OF VIDEO TAPE --

And

a lot of us

answers.

that are on the

And as the tape

Sacramento

-- on the Joint

said, there are 42

on different things.

bills at this given

all the way from graffiti

steps

and we're in the baby-stage stage'

first

step before we can

run.

to instructional that have become

And I know

on most of these bills.

appreciate
friends

And

all of your activity

and neighbors

and

time going through

law.

So therd a e

right now of the crawling before
Assemblyman Epple here has

thing I have been doing on the Assembly side

there

more

I think in '87 and '88 and the '89 sessions, I've had

bills

same

Committee are looking for

been doing the

because he has been my partner over

so that's why we're here tonight

here tonight to come

family some of

we take our

and that's why I

and listen and share

the problems we're

with your

having out there

and,

particularly, those people that are here tonight that have traveled so far to come down
and

testify -- some of the

experts in this field and

the field that we're trying

to

address in Sacramento.
And the first person to testify tonight would be Mary weaver and she comes from the
Department of Education.
MS. MARY TOBIAS WEAVER:
CHAIRMAN GREEN:
MS.
speak

WEAVER:
before you.

Is this on?

It is.

Yes.

I express my

sincere thanks for having

the opportunity to come

and

I appreciate the efforts Senator Green and Assemblyman Epple -- and
-4-

having

the entire community

of

Norwalk here well-represented by

the people here.

I

really appreciate this opportunity.
Mary

Weaver's my

Student

and I

Support Services Unit

responsibilities.
to

name

in

am

of the School

the Department of Education.

Climate and

We have many program
On~

One has to do with the School/Law Enforcement Partnership.

do with school crime reporting.

programs in the state.
discipline,

the Program Manager

has

We have responsibility for guidance and counseling

We have responsibility for suicide prevention, peer counseling,

and I'm sure that there's

a topic or two that

I've forgotten, but that's

our scope within the unit.
The
One

comments that I wish to be making this

is the

within

observations

our unit, as

secondly,

I'd

Department

like

that we

have

evening will be taking two directions.

in the Department

of Education, specifically

to the need

for prevention and

intervention programs and

to

or share

some of

discuss

of Education has

with you

attempted to address

the responses

gang awareness,

then,

that the

prevention, and

involvement.
The
nature

first -- I think the tape this evening
of the gang problems.

showed very clearly the extent and the

But as we look at

the number of gangs and the number of

gang members, it is an alarming process for us and it says that we need to be busy with
prevention.
There
longer
far

is a high rate of mobility among our gang members and I think that we can no

be satisfied or content that this

from that.

coming

In fact, we're finding

is just an urban problem.

It

more and more stories or more

to our department having to do with suburban

isn't.

It is

and more events

districts trying to deal with the

gang problem, as well as rural areas.
Some

of our schools are

facing, for the very

considered that they'd have to be addressing.
us

from a School/Law Enforcement

District.
and

from
to

One example that I will cite had come to

Partnership Cadre member who

is in the San

Attendance, to interview any incoming

Leandro

student into his

There was a young man who appeared at his doorstep in September who had come

the County of San Bernardino.
northern

mother.

they never

And he has the responsibilities, as the Director of Guidance and Counseling

is also Child Welfare and

district.

first time, issues that

California.

He gave the

His father

story that, indeed, he needed to move

was incarcerated.

We couldn't find where or didn't

He had

had a

hear where the mother was.

non-existent

And

he was now

living with his older sister.
The
district

young man

was

enrolled in

school.

By the time

the records came

from the

in San Bernardino County -- it took 30 days -- we discovered or he discovered

that

this young man had been expelled from his

district in San Bernardino for violent

gang

activity and by the

those records, they found

time they had gotten

-s-

that he had

initiated

or created his own gang in San Leandro

into that gang.

and had already initiated 30 members

So it is a mobile issue and one that extends from southern to northern

California and to the west of the state and to the east of the state as well.
The

be very involved

with prevention

programs has to do with the involvement of our youth in drug activity.

Not just using,

but

second area that

also

selling

convenient
one-third

tells us that

drugs.

We

as a point of entry

know

we need to

that

California, just

from Mexico or from the

of all the illicit drugs

by its

locale, is

very

Pacific Rim and we find

that

that come into the United

States come through the

California-Mexican border.
We
than
we

know that youths are

involved with selling drugs.

an older gang member or an adult.
know that they have

They're

Their penalty is far

less

not prosecuted to the same extent and

participated in the vast

network of cocaine that

extends not

only from southern California, but up to the community of Arcata in Humboldt County and
from

Los Angeles all the way across to the east

we're aware of.

coast.

So that's a second issue that

It tells us that prevention programs are critical.

The third has to do with the program that I have responsibility for and that is the
School Crime Reporting Program.
we

In '87-88, the last year -- the most current year that

have data available -- there were over

from

our schools.

Sixty-five

162,000 crimes that were reported statewide

thousand could be

classified as violent.

seven reported homicides on our school campuses during that year.
that

There were

And we have a policy

we follow-up with a telephone call to every district that reports a homicide.

We

did learn that two of those seven were specifically related to gang activity.
The
to

fourth and the last example that I will present having to do with what we ne1

do with prevention came to us in a survey

Communication

Council.

representatives.
had

an

that was done in 1988 by the Intersch ...-o.L

organization

of

high

school

student

have

body

In that survey, 64 percent of those student body reps said that they

witnessed gang activity on their own high school campus -- 64 percent.

percent

be

It's

j

also said that they

were aware of illegal

Sixty-four

drugs on their campus.

Now if we

that preponderance of activity at our high school level, it tells us that we must
focusing our energies and our efforts before

that activity gets under way.

Junior

high school, upper elementary school, and even in the primary grades.
And

I notice

represented.

from

the agenda that

we have this

That there are prevention programs

evening, many programs

and that are highly regarded

will be
in the

state.
What
that

I'd like to do

now is to tell

you about three programs

or three activities

we are involved with, particularly in our unit, that do address gang issues.

The

very first has to do with a brochure that I have given to each of you and I have put on
the back table for people in the community if they are interested -- has to do with the

-6-

School/Law

Enforcement Partnership.

It was a partnership that was formed in 1983 when

John Van de Kamp and Bill Honig got together over, I think, a salami sandwich, and they
were

discussing

enforcement

the

kinds of

and to education.

issues that

were very

common to

both fields

-- law

Truancy reduction, citizenship education, school safety

were the kind of the cornerstones at the beginning of that partnership.
The
do

Partnership has several components.

with first this

members.

I'll mention to you have to

in this brochure.

We currently have

Half of those members represent the law enforcement community.

members
to

Cadre that's described

The two that

represent education.

And they have been given

serve with us for 12 days

variety
training,

And

in-depth training on a

their commitment, as a result

is to respond to requests that come

Half of those

release time from their agency

during the year and they receive

of issues and topics.

106

of getting all this

from schools, law enforcement agencies,

community agencies, and they provide service either via the telephone or they go out to
the

site to conduct meetings, workshops.

that

schools and law enforcement can

The purpose

being to create partnerships so

work together to solve problems,

including gang

problems.
Now
or

the 106 members that I mentioned to you

related topics that

year.

affect gang activity.

Now we've been in this

each

year.

have

served over 6,000 people

from

our cadre members.

33 have expertise in the gang area
They've been very

Cadre process since 1984 and

active so far

this

we get evaluation results

We know that this quarter - the very first quarter of the 1989-90 year, we

information

6,202, according to the reports

Twenty-three percent of

or help having

to do with

that we have gotten

those people served

gang-related issues.

So

were receiving

that's -- we're

out

trying to answer questions.
CHAIRMAN GREEN:

In other words, just by request of the school district here or the

city council of this city-- or the city •••
MS. WEAVER:
CHAIRMAN

That's right.

GREEN:

Somebody would come from

your office and help with

the programs

that you have available.
MS. WEAVER:

Well, it wouldn't necessarily be from our office •.•

CHAIRMAN GREEN:
MS. WEAVER:

••• because we have not that-- we have a limited staff.

CHAIRMAN GREEN:
MS.
state

WEAVER:
we

Well, •••

Your referral, I mean.

But the referral system

will then

provide the

with this 106 member network
the

expenses of

that person

requesting agency.
CHAIRMAN GREEN:
MS. WEAVER:

And he is the expert that can help on the situation.

Right.
-7-

throughout the
to get

to the

CHAIRMAN

GREEN:

And

have

been into the

problem many times

for each and

every

community they've been in.
MS. WEAVER:
Another
annual

That's correct.

Yes.

part of this School/Law Enforcement Partnership is

conferences.

One is in

Oakland.

northern and southern California.

The second is

that we do conduct two

San Diego -- trying

to cover

We do have workshops available to those participants

that do deal with gang-related issues.
So

that's one program that we

have up and running and

very successfully -- we're

very proud of that program.
The
you

second has to do with

had the opportunity to

gang in-service guidelines.

author and to have

aware, in 1988,

As you're

2197, and that

passage of Senate Bill

piece of legislation was assigned to our office for implementation.
CHAIRMAN GREEN:
MS.

I wondered where it went.

It's here.

w~AVER:

CHAIRMAN GREEN:
MS.

WEAVER:

group

to

specifically
to

Good.

We are -- we pulled

assist

us

in the

together a group of people in

preparation of

May -- task force

in-service training

focus on gang awareness and prevention.

guidelines that

The task force members that came

us repeated over and over and over again to us that the problems begin to exist and

are allowed to continue when parents, teachers, administrators, counselors, communities
deny

that there is a gang problem.

You must admit

that there is a gang problem.

You

must have awareness that there is a gang problem before activity can begin.
And
is

they identified three problem areas in this whole area of gang awareness.

that

there

is

well-communicated
people

really,

from

definition of

their

what

perspective,

a gang is.

no

And as a

clear

cut,

0 e

univer&~i,

result, there's --

some

They're

really not --

just because they're wearing blue shoelaces or red shoelaces or so forth

that's just

will say these kids over here

normal
Their

adolescent behavior.

are just a social group.

And as a

consequence, have denied that gangs

definition that they came up with is a group

allegiance

to have a common

participate

in

criminal

purpose and to carry

activity.

So

can exist.

of two or more people that form an
out a common purpose

that's their

and that they

recommended definition

that be

spread to the -- to the world.
The second area that they've identified is -- as a problem is just the general lack
of

knowledge.

administrators,

Lack

of

knowledge

on

all

not

so

much with

counselors

knowledge

as to what do

apparel?

What are the

graffiti?

What does it look like?

you look for when
hand

people's

parents,

law enforcement,

you see a gang

signs or the hand

member?

teachers,

but the

lack of

What is the

sign language that is

What is it saying?
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parts

used?

What does it mean?

gang

What is

And so they

were recommending that we really address the knowledge that helps people to become more
aware of gangs.
The

third

behaviors
school

problem

that enable

is

just

gangs

all

of

our behavior

to continue.

And

is well-intentioned,

by that I

setting, the administrator or the teacher who

but the

mean, particularly in

the

sees pictures on notebooks or in

artwork or on class doodles that would be a sign of some gang activity or gang symbols.
That

if indeed graffiti's on the campus, it's not

saying

it's okay.

The fact that schools

removed -- it's a silent permission

may or may not have a

dress code.

So those

enabling behaviors need to be addressed as well.
The
all

topics for in-service training that

that information.

But, secondly, how

they have identified is one
do you help students resist

How do you involve self-esteem activities across the board?
do

you get kids involved?

How do they affiliate

it's just
peer pressure?

communication skills.

to schools?

To their

How

communities?

And so that would be part of those in-service guidelines.
When
in

2197 was enacted, there were some problems

implementing the bill.

not

there.

at

One is

that came up from our perspective

that the resources and the

So we -- and I say that because I

staff authorization was

know that the -- that moneys were tight

that time when legislation was enacted and the

Governor would have not passed that

bill or signed that bill.
We
each

did, in good faith, put
time being

Finance
for

rejected for

through a Budget Change Proposal
those resources.

that no new programs would be funded.

federal funding to

guidelines

have the resources

We were

two different times,

told by

the Department

of

We attempted to apply for and did apply

necessary to print

and to actually have them final and ready to go.

and to distribute

the

So the lack of money from

our perspective has been a problem.
So
under
for
be

we -- we

have

development.

continued.

We have done

They're in draft form.

as we can.

guidelines are still

They're being refined.

final and formal review with our task force members.
ready for printing and then distribution

The

They will be going

We anticipate that they will

by May of this next year

-- May of 1990.

so that -- that's a part of our responsibilities.
The

third program that my unit has responsibility for has to do with school safety

implementation
both

of

those

Implementation
implement

grants.

This past July, AB or Assembly Bill

bills were

passed and

Grant Program.

had specific

We sent letters to

that's over 7300 letters -- we sent to all districts.
education
for

that have programs.

the funding to send back

references for

My unit has the responsibility

an existing school plan.

We asked

198 and then 1087 were -a School

of funding 100 sites to

all schools in California

We sent to all county offices of

those schools who are interested

to us Letters of Intent.
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Safety

in applying

We had 156 Letters of

Intent

that

they wished to be receiving funding to

implement an existing School Safety Plan.

When the application deadline came, we received 48.
The

problems that we identified in

a telephone survey with those

districts -- or

actually those schools· that did not apply for the funding, is that, first, the matching
funds

that were required

themselves
budget.
And

for the Implementation

Grant presented a

receive a budget -- a bottom line budget.
It's just discretionary moneys.

so for a dis .•. --for a

problem.

Schools

Salaries are not a part of that

The salary is what is at the district level.

school to come up with $5,000 that's

match for a grant proposal was very difficult for them.

free that they can

Likewise,

they found that

they had not had a School Safety Plan yet in existence so they had to develop a plan
before then they would be able to get and use the 100 or the grant money available.
What
given

we intend to do within

our unit is to reopen

schools additional time to apply

the process and so that

for that money to develop

we've

those School Safety

Plans and then they'll be eligible for that.
Gang

prevention, by the way,

is one of those

areas that can easily

be addressed

within the school safety overall plan.
So that's the status of the school implementation.
The

document

"School Safety:

from

the Partnership

that will

A Planning Guide for Action."

help the

schools for

planning is

It has literally been-- just delivered

last

week from the printer and we now have

19,000 copies ready for distribution.

Our

plan

is for all schools and all districts,

all counties, all law enforcement agencies

to have a copy of that document so that they can work together to make sure that school
safety is a reality.
Some

of the considerations that you

legislation

again, the prevention aspect and

You may wish to consider
Many
them

may wish to take as

some thoughts for fut "rd

more emphasis to prevention programs.

(no overlap on tape -- testimony missing)

schools, when they've

expelled a student

out into the community whereby then

from the campus,

they are free to do a

statute.
they've expelled

full-time job of what

they may have been doing on a part-time basis, and it may not be the -- the noncriminal
kind

of activities we'd like to think that they'd be doing.

So it may be that we want

to explore the expulsion to a program -- to something, so that students are not just on
the street -- that they are not unattached to an educational program.
We
example
and

may also want

to examine some

of the effectiveness

of our current

laws.

An

that's come to my attention the last couple of days has to do with the Welfare

Institutions Code,

Section 827b,

which requires

all Juvenile

Courts to

notify

schools within two days the names of those students who have come before the judge that
have

been charged with serious crimes of violence or that have been involved with drug

related

offenses.

My

understanding, from
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informal conversations

with some

of our

School/Law
various
would

Enforcement Partnership Cadre members, is

counties.
not

be

counseling

And so until the

able to

schools have the names of

have tailor

is necessary

or

that it does not occur

programs for

extra attention is

in their

those youngsters, they

those youngsters

so that

necessary, they're in

if extra

a position now

where they're not able to provide that.
So those were just three ideas that we had come up with that perhaps you would wish
to consider in the next legislative session.
CHAIRMAN

GREEN:

Thank you very much for your testimony.

I appreciate your coming

so far to testify tonight and we were listening.
From
being

this -- for everybody in

the audience -- from this

transcribed, and there will be a written report

meeting tonight, this is

that goes to the full Committee

and the facts that are coming out will be reviewed by all of the Committee.
large

committee.

It's not

yesterday, almost
state.

just Bob and

I.

But, we

have

there's

And it's a

been hearings

and I think there's three hearings tonight in various parts of the

So we've all split off in different areas to do what we're doing here tonight.

I

just saw Bob White come in.

Stand up and wave.

Councilman, City of

Hi, Bob.

Norwalk.
Next

we have

with

Department of Justice.
for him?

No.

Okay,
And

us tonight, Jack

Dugan, who is

Crime Prevention Unit

of the

Is there a representative of the Attorney General here to speak

Okay, they didn't come.

we have a representative, then, of the

that's the Public Safety

Division.

Office of Criminal Justice Planning.

Who is that?

Would you come up

and give us

your name because we don't have it up here.
MR. PATRIC ASHBY:
Chief

Well, good evening, Mr. Chairman.

of the Public Safety Division for the

here

My name is Patrie Ashby.

I'm

Office of Criminal Justice Planning.

I'm

on behalf of Al Howenstein who had other obligations this evening.

And thank you

for the opportunity for us to be here.
We

came here specifically really to talk to you

inquired
time.

First,

Alcohol
the

about that the Office of
the

Gang Violence

Criminal Justice Planning has in
Suppression Program.

and Drug Prevention Education

Schools Program, all three of

about three programs that you had

Program.

operation at this

Secondly, the

And thirdly, the

which are programs that are

these

days because they are attacking both

time.

And all require multi-component approach to the problem.

Comprehensive

Drug Suppression in

being very highlighted

the gang and the drug problem

at the same

First of all, let me talk to you about the Gang Violence Suppression Program.
a

program where we are putting about $5 million

California
The

It's

into programs throughout the state of

and concentrating a lot of that effort right

here in the Los Angeles area.

purpose of the program is to reduce the level of gang violence in the community --11-

meant to divert potentially dangerous gang activity into more positive and constructive
behavior.

The program also strives to

keep up on lines of

communication between the

law enforcement agencies, prosecutors offices, community-based organizations, probation
departments,

schools,

and

the

community,

as

well

as family

members or

ganga or

potential gang members.
We've
removing
This

done this

by

-- accomplished it

perpetrators from the

approach works

by swiftly identifying,

community and preventing

to incapacitate

gang members

prosecuting, and

incidents of gang

already involved

violence.

in violence

and

detour other young people who may be under the criminal influence.
One

of the things that

attention
are

we've found that I

would certainly like to

bring to your

as we move into the session for your consideration is that the programs that

moat successful through our department are those of which it isn't identified as a

school

problem;

problem;
and

it

isn't

identified

but identified as a community

as a

probation problem

or a

law enforcement

problem, and where we've been

able to come in

fund different elements of the community to

all attack the program from different

approaches.
We started out the Gang Violence Suppression Program by trying to fund strictly law
enforcement.
this.

And law enforcement was

We need

some

prevention help.

making an impact on this program."
a

very strong impact on gang

area,

but around the state

answer
work,

the first to come
We

need help from

which

"We can't do

the community.

We're

not

And to be truthful with you, we're still not making

violence, nor on the drug
of California, as well.

if there's one solution in which people
it's that

to us and say,

will prev...

problem, particularly in this

However, I think if

are thinking, hey, maybe this 1..1.gr:

bring prevention curriculums

kids prior to the

there's one

school

and start working with

time that they become

drugs,

with gangs, and try to divert their interest

into the gr.d.:
involved with

and get them into a more positive

role.
Our

Gang Violence

prosecution
street,
However,
fund

and to

.prosecute

Suppression Program

identify
them,

gang members,

and get

we also put a substantial

schools.

We fund

them in

is aimed

heavily at

identify
prison.

law enforcement

drug dealers, get

Get

them out

amount of our money into

community-based organizations.

All

of the

them off the
community.

prevention programs.
of which we

and

We

require work

cooperatively with law enforcement, prosecution, probation to develop curriculum to put
into

the schools

that

are ethnic-based, that

are community-based, and

identify the

needs of the kids that are in that particular area.
Last
office

legislative session,

the

Legislature passed a

called the Comprehensive Alcohol and Drug

call CADPE because that's hard to say all the time.
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$20 million program

for our

Prevention Education Program that we
But what that's going to do is put

a

drug prevention curriculum in every fourth, fifth, and sixth grade elementary school

in

the state of California.

local

Coordinating Council

through
many

in

the school district

members of

We have -- in the requirements of that program, there's a
each community as

office -- and

the community

that are

the dollars are

funded -- funneled

those local Coordinating
involved in

services to

Councils involve
kids,

parent~,

or

whoever they identify in that community should be a part of it.
We

are in

showing
31st.

the

process now

them how to

put

of

working with all

the plans together.

I think we'll probably have

of the counties

and putting --

all due to us

by December the

They're

them all in by about

January 31st and we plan

have money flowing throughout the state into those programs in the spring.
there's

to

And I think

a lot of interest in this particular program because of the cooperative effort

that's required by the legislation between principally law enforcement and the schools.
But

we've also brought

in prevention people

-- educators and

so forth that

are all

working in it also.
The
time

CADPE Program is an offshoot of a program

in our

program

called the Drug

passed by the Legislature

grounds.
we

department

that we've had going for quite some

Suppression in the

to try to keep

Schools Program, another

drugs off and away

from the school

It's a combined effort between law enforcement and educators, again, wherein

fund programs throughout the state that will work to train school people, teachers,

educators,
school

parents, everyone -- to identify when drugs

might be being sold around the

grounds and to be able to get in touch with law enforcement immediately and get

those

people removed.

However, as well

as doing that, also educating

the kids as to

what to see, what to look for, and what to watch out for.
So

we're putting about $3 million right now in the Drug Suppression in the Schools

Program throughout the state.
what

we're going to be able

moving

We'll now add this $20 million on to that and hopefully,
to do, is impact those

into that realm of drugs or

kids that are now thinking

being involved with gangs.

But at

about

the same time,

beef

up law enforcement and help prosecution and help probation to identify those that

have

already

gone

too

far

and

let's

get

them

off the

streets and

out of

our

communities.
I

have some written and prepared testimony and I

will give that to your people to

hand out to you later and I'd be happy to answer any questions about our office.
CHAIRMAN
I've

GREEN:

Thank you very much.

I don't

been following what you've done quite well and

$20

million cap because I believe that

gangs

and drugs situation.

the future.

It's not

think I have any questions because
I supported that last year on the

education is one of the future
one that's going to be

immediate.

answers to our
But it's for

And I think you're on the right track and thank you for coming tonight.

MR. ASHBY:

Thank you.
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CHAIRMAN GREEN:

And be sure and leave your prepared statements for the record with

the sergeant's desk.
MR. ASHBY:
CHAIRMAN

Okay.

Thank you.

GREEN:

Okay, next we have Dr. Stephens, who is the Executive Director of

the National School Safety Center.
RONALD

D. STEPHENS, PH.D.:

Good evening, Cecil

Green, and guests.

We appreciate

I appreciate the fact that you've conducted this particular hearing and I hope that
it will prove helpful for this entire community and for the state of California.
My

name is Ronald Stephens.

Safety

Center.

University.
law

We're

a

I am the Executive

program

of the

u.s.

Director of the National

Department

of Justice

in Pepperdine

We work with school districts throughout the United States.

enforcement, with

prosecutors,

with legislators, and

School

We work with

with others in

working on

developing effective school crime prevention problems.
One
three

of the things that we have seen, at
million incidents

school crime and

That translates to about 1,.700

schools.
we're

of

seeing --

produces

more

least nationwide, is that there are about

and more are

violence that occur

per day.

And of course,

gang-related.

The National

various kinds of resource materials that are

u.s.

each year in

many of those that
School Safety Center

published and we also conduct a

number of training programs around the country.
From
problem
violent,

our perspective,
indicate

that

some

the

of the things

trends

that we've seen

that were

their numbers growing -- we

reflected of

relative to the

the gangs

know that they're going corporate.

gang

becoming more
Los Angeles

gangs have now been identified in all fifty states and according to some officials
the

~rt

Los Angeles Police Department, we now have four Los Angeles gangs that are nett

n

.~~

in excess of $1 million per week off of illegal drug traffic and sales.
And as we take a look at this problem from a national perspective we're seeing gang
members

being

where's

it's easier

drugs,

motivated
to

to go

to new

communities where

intimidate people, where

and even to places

there's less

they can get

where there's less gang

enforcement,

more money for

their

rivalry, because they're tired

of

getting shot up in Los Angeles as well.
What
few

I'd like to do is identify three or four major strategic areas and focus on a

things that might

having

an effective

be

done in each one.

education

I would like to

program in the

schools.

School District is doing some model work right now.
piloted
GREAT.
One
be

in some of the

echo the importance vf

I think

Los Angeles Unified

They have a program which is being

elementary schools, grades four,

five, and six.

It's

called

It stands for Gang Resistance, Education, and Training.
of the things that constantly amazes us is not only the need for youngsters to

trained about how to stay away from gangs and
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why not to join the gangs.

But also

for

teachers and staff

conducting
school

to

be aware of these

some in-service training for a

districts

here

in the

came up and she said, "You

goldfish

after a gang name and

We are recently

group of about 500 educators

Los Angeles

teachers

same kinds of things.

area and

afterwards, one

know, I'm so embarrassed.

I didn't realize I was

in one of the
of the

We had

school

called our pet

supporting the gang ment .. lity.

But we're not going to call her Home Girl anymore."
And
state

then we were also doing

assistance in another

to the west of us -- in Hawaii -- and even the gangs over there are beginning to

move into the school system.
the

some similar kind of technical

We went into one of the school principal's offices and on

way in there was a youngster sitting on the

shoes

with "BK" on them and

counter with a blue cap on and tennis

for those who are in

the gangs, or others familiar

with

them, they know that "BK" probably stands for Blood Killers.
And

we asked the principal, "Do you

says,

"No, I don't."

counter
he

We said, "Well,

did you see the fellow who

as we came into the office?"

And he said,

fact that the blue

campus?"

And he

was sitting on your

"Oh, yeah," you know, he did.

cap and the tennis

But

shoes and some of

the

other symbols that oftentimes go with the gangs -- he simply wasn't aware of that.

And

so

wasn't aware of the

have a gang problem on this

we've seen a need to have some effective

think

what

the

California

Cadre

in-service training kinds of programs.

School

Law

Enforcement Partnership

is doing

I
is

certainly a model for the state of California and for the country.
Some

strategies in terms

programs.

of the schools

What they're doing in San Diego is a

all removed within a 24-hour period.
the

Chief of Police down there.

some

more.

tremendous model.

They try to get it

Alex Rascone has a great line that he uses.

He says, "They paint; we paint.

They steal our paint.

graffiti removal

also include effective

We go buy more paint."

He's

They paint; we paint

But it's a constant kind of

battle and it's the kind of thing that requires constant attention.
CHAIRMAN

GREEN:

we have a new

law in California that was

and I was happy to sponsor on graffiti.
trained
wrote

in graffiti and

As of January 1st, if a police officer that is

a handwriting expert, identifies

it, he doesn't have to catch him writing it.

handwriting
him

he's

signed by the Governor

He

that a certain person

can say that he wrote it, as a

expert; go to him, arrest him, and either the -- either the court can have

clean it up, take it off, or he can have

the parent pay to have it taken off.

So

I've taken the next step on that issue.
MR. ASHBY:

That's great.

Some of the other strategies, of course, in the schools relating to the training of
the

youngsters

effective

and

the

things that

enforcement.

The

Los

teachers

can

be done is

Angeles

county

in

law enforcement,

to continue to

one of

improve the visibility

Sheriff's Office
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I think

is piloting

the most
of law

a gang-related

training

program based on the same

model, which ia being introduced

into a number of

schools, and I think what they're doing there is an effective tool to take a look at.
one

of the other items which

National
be

effective has to do with

Information Network on Gang Movement and Gang Intelligence.

done to tie the State of

because
L.A.

I believe has been most

And whatever can

California into a national network would

these gangs are extremely mobile.

a

be most helpful

Some of the things being

done by LAPD and

County Sheriff -- the L.A. County Sheriff has also an acronym they call GREAT for

Gang Related Enforcement and Tracking, and they're trying to identify profiles of these
individuals to see what they might do to •••
CHAIRMAN GREEN:
MR. ASHBY:
CHAIRMAN

Aren't we tied into that network in California?

I'm not sure that California is tied into that network.
GREEN:

We'll double check because I think we

are.

But if we aren't, we

want to make sure it happens.
MR.

ASHBY:

effective.
we've

the

analysis

that

to

do with sharing

they are

But in

information about gang

the Superior court

was signed in

doing in

of the, I think, most

a -- with regard to some of the privacy

this.

which

of

On the prosecution side, one

seen has

there's
on

Some

is very

novel approaches that

membership.

I know

that

laws, there's a great deal of concern

of Orange County,

February of this

the state

a recent miscellaneous

year stated that

"Whereas youth gangs

order
clearly

imperiled the safety of both students and campuses; Whereas the Court has been informed
that

concerns about

among

educators, law enforcement, and

that

it also

placement
County,
may

confidentiality have

impedes

the solving and

of juveniles; Therefore

it

all police departments in

often hampered

a department,

belief

that this

office

prosecution of crimes

minor

is a gang

district

personnel, and

and the evaluation

a' d

school districts in Ora

is ordered that all

Orange County, and Orange

or school

communication

district attorney and probation

release information to each other regarding any

such

or prevented

·~c

County District Attorney

minor when any person employed by

indicates that there

is a reasonable

significant risk of

becoming a gang

member or at

member."
One

of

the

problems

that

we've

throughout

the United

youngsters

are so often treated as

been

shared among

courts.

States,

school

seen

to

and particularly relative

school crime
to the gang

a first-time offender and this

officials, among law

and violence
issue, is that

information hasn't

enforcement, among probation

and the

And this is something that we believe would make a significant difference.

The

other

resources

aspect

gets into

parent training.

for parents to help them identify the

with what was being done in Omaha, Nebraska.
Dads.

relative

About 125 of them.

And

What can

problems?

to provide

some

We were recently impressed

There was a group of black men called Mad

they had two focuses relative
-16-

we do

to their gang activity.

One

was to provide a

graffiti

positive role model for

removal in that city.

the youngsters.

Some of these

But also

to work with

grassroots movements where parents have

gotten involved are some of the absolute, most effective things that are available.
Mark
about
is

Twain said that "if you can't say it in 20 minutes, you ought to write a book

it" and so we have put together a few resource materials relative to gangs.

called "Gangs

different
also

in

Schools:

is Hard to

Do."

It identifies

about 21

model programs from around the country which can be useful to review.

published "School Safety"

around

Breaking Up

the country.

One

which

goes out to 55,000

of our recent

One

We've

law enforcers and educators

issues focused on

the gang problem

and what

could be done about that and we do have a few copies of these available in the back.
And

then some

other

resources that are

also available include

a "School Safety

Checkbook" which identifies about a hundred model programs from around the country that
deal

not only with gangs, but the problem of weapons and drugs.

at

the gangs

brought

issue,

it's important

to

together the superintendents of

take a look

at all of

And as we take a look
those others.

schools and their representatives

We've

from 17 of

the nation's largest and most prominent school districts in Detroit, Michigan this last
year,

and we asked them what their top three problems

order:

"Drugs, gangs,

and

weapons in school."

were.

And they told us in this

And they also

told us that

as you

attack one, you have to attack the others because they are so integrally related.
There

are some additional resources that we will have available in the back, but I

thank you for your time and would be pleased to respond to any questions.
CHAIRMAN
because

GREEN:

Well, thank you very much.

you are so adept at your testimony.

I think -- I don't have any questions

I

have read your manual and I appreciate

I'm sure all of you -- if there's enough for everybody in the audience, I sure hope
you stop by and pick that stuff up.
All

right.

Next we have

Gang Action Committee.
MR. JOHN CONLEY:

Thank you.

John Conley.

He's the

Youth

And he's from the District Attorney's Office.
Good evening, Senator Green.
I

wear two hats and

I appreciate the invitation to come

from

Orange county tonight.

head

of the Orange County District Attorney's Office

of

Director of Orange County

I'll talk about both

of them.

I'm

Gang Unit and then also Chairman

the Orange County Youth Gang Action Committee, which I'll explain to you, because I

think it's -- it's something other counties might -- might get some benefit from.
I
easy

agree with the gist
solution to

audience

the

of the prior speakers

gang problem.

I

-- that there's no

-- I'm sure

silver bullet or

that some people

tonight are hoping some eloquent speaker will get

seated in the

up with the answer.

And I

don't see that happening tonight, although I'm hopeful it might, but I don't really see
it happening.
I

think a lot of the problems were talked
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about and I'm sure you're familiar with

the

State Task Force on Gangs and

that

book.

opposed
are

And

I

see us more

education,

things

for example.

A lot of the issues

as implementing some

to coming up with some

many, many

Drugs.

of the proposals

new technique that no one's

in this book
I talk

that are very

for change as

thought of before.

easy to talk

to people who try

they have classes at night and no one shows up.

were raised in that

about.

to deal with parent

There

Like parent
education and

So many of the things that are easy to

talk about as lists of things to do are very tough nuts to crack as a practical matter,
and

I see

that's

where we're

at.

Implementing some of

the things that

have been

identified already.
I

was asked to give a real

Angeles

County

brief -- because I know most

real brief

overview of

what the

people here are from Los

situation is

in Orange

County.

Orange County's image is an affluent area with probably not much crime or not much gang
problems.

And that's

not

true.

We have

approximately and no

one knows for

sure,

because it changes daily, a hundred gangs with some where between nine and -- seven and
nine thousand members.
The
gang

people in affluent areas in -- throughout California think they're immune from

violence and they're not.

there
and

We &ave approximately a gang homicide a month in Orange County.

are victims.

We find situations

In fact there are some

from Los Angeles -- we have

where they're in affluent areas --

very interesting statistics from San Diego

none from our own county --

that about 50 percent of

the victims of gang violence are not gang members.
We

had an incident in Buena Park nearby where a 82-year old woman in her house was

killed

as gang member number

one shot at gang

member number two.

And

last month in

Garden Grove, a four-year old was killed as gang rqember one was shooting at gang
two.

m~.

.•lb. c

So no one is immune from the thing.
The

link between gangs and drugs which you do

much less clear in Orange county.

see in south central Los Angeles is

As mentioned by one of the prior speakers or perhaps

it was the film, our -- our gangs in Orange County -- and maybe it's going to change; I
hope

not -- are

Bloods.
Times
is

And we have something

and users of drugs, but
new that I guess

not like the Cripe and

is occurring here.

The

the

Los Angeles

covered it on the front page in the Orange County edition, at least today, which

hybrid gangs.

popular
you'd

small retailers

What we're starting to see, and

maybe it's because gangs are such a

thing -- groups of youths coming together, calling themself (sic) a gang.
say, well, that's kind of harmless

sometimes

is that these groups

in and of itself.

who start off kind

But what

of informally as

And

seems to happen
~

gang, suddenly

take on all the attributes and in very short order are engaging in violent conduct.
We

had a situation where

a shooting occurred with
a pat on the back

I don't like

because

I think it gives them

through

every case that's filed in orange County on gang members and I had never heard
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-- but a gang in

to name gangs

Tustin, and I read

of

it.

members
had

And the first time the name of the gang

came to my attention was one of their

shot someone with a shotgun in

Never heard of them

a park.

before.

so they

gone from an informal association to a real live, shoot 'em up, kill 'em, hurt 'em
luckily the man lived -- gang in short order.
What do we see as some of the solutions for gang problems?

of

them are very shocking to you.

difficult

thi~·

any

I think in terms of prosecuting agencies, it's very

to prosecute gang crimes.

cooperating.

Well, I don't

We

have a long-range problem with

the community

We have so many situations where nobody has seen anything.

And of course

they have.
We
And

had a shooting outside

a high school.

We're

the high school was getting out and there

nobody

saw anyone -- anything.

talking about gangs in

schools.

must have been dozens of witnesses, but

And it wasn't until

weeks later we were

able to put

through what happened.
The

idea of having specialized units in

offices
this

is a very good

one.

in its prior edition.

and

a half.

handle

the

about it.

It's been

covered in

We have had a gang unit in Orange County for the last year

The

idea that you

can throw gang

cases and check cases and everything else

case.

years.

There's nothing unique

And we have seen a noticeable difference in our ability as prosecutors to

gang.crime.

burglary

district attorneys' offices, in probation

It requires specialization.

At the present

time, as you

cases in the

mill with small

and handle them effectively is not

Police departments have been
may know, we

have about 14

offices throughout the state that have specialized gang units.

specialized for

district attorneys'

Many of them are funded

by the Office of Criminal Justice Planning and Mr. Ashby has talked about that .
. What

can a prosecutor's office

realistically
where

it seems

do in terms of

say we're going to stop
to

be so

people

streets.
In

fashionable.

What I think

think we can

our goal is

in this era

-- and it's

been

To take the most violent people -- the

the hard-core as they're called in

Los Angeles, and take them off the

And we have had some success with that in Orange county.
terms of the kind of cases we see as

that

prosecutors aren't out on the

that

never comes to the attention of

our

I don't

the gangs from forming, especially

referred to before -- is to stop gang violence.
worst

gang crime?

cases

are

Hispanic

cases

prosecutors -- and I always remind people

street, so there's a certain

amount of gang crime

prosecutors -- we still find that

-- the

traditional Hispanic

gang in

73 percent of
Orange County.

Nineteen percent are black, but there are Orange County black kids who have grown up in
Orange
their
our

County and call themselves Cripe and Bloods
Los Angeles brothers, but really

cases are

County

skinhead.

and claim close relationships with

are fairly among themselves.

Three percent are

Asian.

We have

Four

percent of

a population in

Orange

of at least a hundred thousand Asians and three percent of our cases are Asian.
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We

feel that we are seeing the tip of the iceberg there.

It may take years before the

Asian community trusts us enough to tell us how much gang crime there is.

And finally,

we have about one percent of our cases where Los Angeles gangs come into Orange County.
And that's a statistic we would like to keep at that level.
What

is the law enforcement approach?

can't

do it alone.

alone.

Teamwork

specialized

Probation can't do
seems

-- police

to

be

the

officers in

It's already
it alone.

answer.

been referred to.

Prosecuting

And we

most departments,

The police

agencies can't do

have an

Orange County

though not

all; a

it

that's

Specialized

Probation Gang Unit, and a Specialized District Attorney Gang Unit and it seems to have
been fairly helpful.
Some of the things that you should consider for the future:
Justice
data

Planning is doing a study, I

base.

resistance
their

Mr.

Stephens

to that by

sons could

be

know, about the idea of having

talked about maybe

some people.
in some

They

big

The Office of Criminal

it should even

don't like the

brother computer.

a statewide gang

be nationwide.

idea that their

But

There's

cousins or

it's really vital

for law

enforcement to have that kind of information with the mobility of the gangs.
You
system

mentioned the GREAT system.
in

Los

throughout
the

Angeles.

That's

Individual departments have access
the LASO/LAPD

the state do not have access to that.

prototype or the grandfather of

system.
There

But

by in

to the GREAT

large, agencies

is some hope that that may be

a statewide system.

But my

recollection was the

OCJP

study was supposed to be given

to the Legislature in mid-year in

1990.

I would

urge

your support for something like that, despite the concerns of civil libertarians.

I think it's really vital.
In

Orange County we have done a

police
check

data base of our own.

officers, for example, 24-hours a day.

But

There should

it's not available

be something

c~

if we can

that Joe Citizen has four traffic warrants, we should be·able to check to see if

Joe Citizen's a Crip.
Some

of the

examination
referred
for

to in the State Task Force Report.

Orange County that

We

I think merit

weapons

and

They cannot associate with other gang

And these

See how difficult it is to

can't be out after eight o'clock

(no overlap on tape - testimony missing)
so on.

That was

have a sheet of 16 special conditions

They cannot be out after eight o'clock at night.

wear colors

surprise,
are

to do in

elsewhere are specialized probation conditions for gang members.

an effective gang member when you

can't
with

that we've tried

proba ••• --in probation for gang members.

members.
be

things

conditions were

at night.

You

and you can't be in a car

just upheld,

to our

pleasant

by a Court of Appeals, holding in a statewide opinion, that these conditions

reasonable

for

gang

cases.

There's no

conditions in all counties.
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reason we

shouldn't have

these tough

Mr.

Stephens talked about the broad court

between

order we have authorizing communication

schools, probation, and district attorney.

I'm pleased

to say I drafted that

order for the Court's signature.
Why shouldn't, however, the Welfare and Institutions Code be amended to clearly say
that?
law

Here it took a gutsy Juvenile Judge to decide
permitted it, but it wasn't super clear.

Welfare

to sign that Order.

fel~

He

the

Why shouldn't we have a provision in the

and Institutions Code saying that schools and probation and district attorneys

and police can talk.
The

CADPE program has the

similar

same problem.

We've just

court order saying that in terms of kids

gotten our judge to

issue a

who are at-risk of drug involvement,

that police and probation and so on can talk.
But

we have

nervousness
amending

and people

from

education will tell

about communication, both from

you -- there's

the police and from

the Welfare and Institutions Code

Some

of the

education.

other

attention -- and

schools

and the police

They could get fired.

things that

I

think are happening

it's not unique
together to talk

in our county

certainly in our
about gangs on

county -- is

you're

They

concerned with

the

that merit
getting the

a city-wide basis.

overall -- I'll talk about our county overall Youth Gang Action committee.
know that

People are

Let's try to clean that up.

further

I

How about

and taking that concern away?

concerned not only about privacy, but they could get sued.
could get all this.

a built-in

City of Cypress,

for example.

We have

But this
The

City of

Cypress Police Department and School District -- people meet monthly to talk about gang
problems.
eight

And we often

have a situation

and the schools know facts

can

involvement is vital.

solve it for them.

know facts two,

one, three, five, seven, nine.

puts them together, it never gels.
Community

where the cops

four, six,

And unless somebody

And we want to encourage that.
Citizens who are here may think the police can --

They can't.

It takes people who are willing

to come forward

and say they've seen something.
Prevention
churches.

programs, certainly very important.

Maybe in some situations we

Legislature

Parent

education.

can get -- and this

Involvement of

is probably something the

can't -- can't address -- we can get a church to get parents in for parent

education if they won't come to a school.
Finally,
Office
certain

40

County Youth Gang Action Committee.

The

of Criminal Justice Planning was probably the forefather of this by requiring a
number

prosecuting
bigger

I want to talk about the orange

of

agencies

that

got

funds

agency, probation, school district.

and bigger.

to

task

force.

And that got

And

that meant

the

started in 1986 and got

And right now we have monthly meetings of about 40 or 50 people

percent of them from education

that meet once
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a month to discuss what should be

done

about gang problems.

class

on one gang topic.

prior

week it

was

Typically it's a
For example,

on Hispanic

networking kind of

thing and there's

next week it's going to be

gangs

and mutant gangs

on skinheads.

in Santa Ana.

a
The

That kind of

county-wide involvement is helpful.
So I think you've been around a long time and you've -- and you've read this.
a

question, not now, of finding some new weapon in the war.

need

more planes and more tanks

them

out.

So

I'd

urge you

and more ships.

to

But the

assist those battling

It's

We know what we need.

We

problem is actually turning
the gang problem

in terms of

implementation.
CHAIRMAN
particularly
for

GREEN:

You'll find that I've been in this

since I've been in the

the audience, this

family
see

Legislature.

war now for 20-odd years, but

But for your information

this Committee sponsored legislation

and maybe

last year to include

members and witnesses and the victims in the witness protection law.

So you'll

in January there is going to be some changes in that because of this Committee and

what we do.
MR. CONLEY:
CHAIRMAN

Well, I sure appreciate that.

GREEN:

Okay, next we have an old, old friend of mine -- no he's not old.

He's a pretty young guy, but I hope he's here.
LEE BACA:
CHAIRMAN
commander
County

Thank you for your time.

How'd you know who I was talking about?

(comments from the audience without a microphone)
GREEN:

now.

I

(laughs)
knew

Okay,

him when he

Sheriff's Department.

but

this is

Lee Baca.

was a sergeant.

I know Lee has a lot

He's our

And he's from

he's

a

the Los Angeles

of good information for us.

And I

kid him all the time because he and I are good friends.
MR.

LEE

Senator,

BACA:

Okay.

Good

in behalf of Sheriff

evening, Senator.

I am

Sherman Block, and also

coming before

you toe ·1,

as the Area Commander

in this

region which essentially means that I have command responsibility for Lakewood Station,
Norwalk, Pico Rivera, Industry, and Lynwood.
themselves

with the gang problem

All five of the stations have experienced

and some of my

testimony this evening will

reflect

Lakewood and Norwalk, in particular.
I'm
where

also coming before you as a former employee of the ABC Unified School District
I spoke -- actually

eighth

grade.

District

taught one year of

And I also come

Student Law courses to

to you as a former

the seventh and

member of the L.A.·Unified

School

where I taught at Garfield Continuation School, of which a class had a number

of gang members in it.
What
gangs
gang

I'd like to say to start

this off is that in Los

Angeles County we have 754

and within those 754 gangs that we've identified, there are approximately 71,000
members.

homicides

From the violence point

this year.

As Mr. Conley

of view in our county,

we are approaching 515

earlier stated, one-half of the
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victims of those

515 homicides are -- are people who are not gang members.
In

the Sheriff's area in particular, we have now,

which

to date, 102 gang homicides, of

51 approximately are not gang members who have been killed.

that

a little further

aggravated

and ask what

assaults, and

jurisdiction,

about just violent

including

homicides, in the

felonies, such as
County, that is

we've had approximately 4,000 of those type

the calendar year.

But when you extend
robberies,

the Sheri f's

offenses up to this date in

County-wide, it's approximately 12,000 violent offenses perpetrated

by gang members.
Now
gang

when you look at

this whole situation, you

point of view, the black gang point of view,

the Asian gang point of view.

can look at it

from the Hispanic

the Filipino gang point of view, or

For the purposes of this hearing and my background, I'll

deal with the Hispanic question.
Real
in

briefly, there's probably a lot of explanations as to why people get involved

gangs

and

basically
cultural

I won't

attempt to

five things that I
-- meaning

explain all

can say to you

gang members

of them,

about this.

have children

Cultural

that you can usually associate Hispanic gangs

up in a certain locale.
Secondly,

That's where they belong.

there's

gang-related

family,

peer
you're

group

pressure,

still living

there's

either family or

then their

children

because there's a sense of
with.

You know, they grew

That's what they protect.

meaning

in a

just say

One, it's

eventually and

ultimately get involved in the same lifestyle.
neighborhood

but I'll

if

you

didn't

neighborhood.

The

grow up

in a

street situation

causes a lot of pressure.
Third,
home

psychological needs, meaning that if you don't -- if you don't mean much at

and you can't do well in school, I guess the

best place to find yourself is in a

gang where you mean everything to everyone involved.
And
create

the fourth point is parenting
crisis in their home.

frankly

they're --

they're

crisis.

I think that gang

members essentially

I've met with numerous parents of gang members and quite
as victimized as

probably society at

large because they

can't control the situation.
I
Dr.

recommend that in some of the

Robert Burns from the University of

Parenting.
this

remarks made earlier that everyone of
La Verne

a text on

You know, that's a whole emerging field

us look at

Twenty Steps to Better

of knowledge that, quite frankly,

country -- forget the gang issue -- set it aside for a moment -- this country has

not come to grips with what constitutes the better approach to parenting.
advance

that discipline of knowledge,

we're still going to

And until we

be somewhat at a

loss to

tell a gang member's parents exactly how they should parent their children.
And the last point I would say about the gang situation as far as what I can see is
that

I

think

from

what

I've

seen,
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most

gang

members

have a

sense of

low

self-discipline.
self-discipline

You know, we're talking about low self-esteem on one aspect, but low
is another point whereby, you know, you

get swept up in the mentality

of the group as opposed to going along with what you truly know is right.
Now
about

we've talked about Partnerships -Partnerships.

community.

We also knew -- know

the schools.
proud

to say

another
that

Philosophically,

we

that is other speakers have
know that schools

spoken to you

are an extension

that the communities must identify

of the

with and support

Okay, now in a local government role, which is a vital linking pin-- I'm
that

the City of

Norwalk and I'll

also use the

contrasting example -- have stepped forward

City of Paramount

as

in describing to themselves, one,

they have a problem; and two, that they're going to put some resources into their

local law enforcement agency, as well as their school district, to balance the equation
so that there's no predominance that one can say is lacking.
For

example, let's

which,
City

just

as you know, serves
of Paramount.

deal with local

government.

as the police department

We have an

for the City of

Operation Safe Street Program.

specialized deputies who work with these gang members.
who

they are,

knowing
it's

knowing their

friends, knowing

their monikers, knowing their

a massive amount of information.

in the event an incident occurs.
Okay,

The Sheriff's

you got to really crack down

your

-- you don't get tough

Norwalk and the
simply, it's the

Involve themselves with knowing

their families,

knowing their

tattoos, knowing their dress
It's all automated

names,

-- quite frankly,

so that we're not at a loss

We can find out who they are pretty much.

they work very·close with gang members.

gee,

Very

Department,

and be tough.

with a gang member by

And some of us might say that well,
Well, that's true

in one sense, but

alienating a gang member.

•~

An

these officers are skilled in how to intercommunicate and listen to the things that

.L=

important, as well as say the things that are important.
The

next one is

Teams.
the

a

little heavier type enforcement.

That's the Gang Enforcement

These are officers who are not in plain clothes, but actually in uniform.

City of

officers

Norwalk,

in particular, has

committed itself to

and a sergeant on the street so that

putting four of

And
these

they can roam throughout the areas that

are critical and have a high profile visibility in the off hours.
The
Five
an

Point Program.

You've heard of the Advisory Board.

Advisory Task Force.

forth.

This is of

the community, the

Okay, Norwalk now is forming
school, law enforcement,

so

We're going to do that.

We

have a Community Gang Worker Program or it's actually called a Community Worker

Program,
have

third example would be, in effect, what is now going on in Norwalk, which is a

who will specialize individuals who are not law enforcement, not schools, but

a background and orientation in dealing with these kinde of problems that will be

out dealing in the community with individuals involved in gangs.
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I

mentioned the Gang

Enforcement Team, which

is the third

point.

We all

heard

about the famous Neighborhood Watch Program.
And

the last point would be, which I think is one of the most unique ideas to come

around

in law

actually
will

enforcement

in a

outfit a large trailer

be a

number

long

time, is the

and call that a

of resources

with

we will

Sheriff's Substation, where in

people to talk

with gang members;

workers can come in there that I mentioned earlier.
there at designated hours.

Mobile Substation where

that

the community

The Sheriff's Captain will even be

The fact that the City has park rangers and people who work

the Parks and Recreation Department will be there and even Jesse Luera's folk can

be there as well in the community services context.
So what we're looking to do is take government and place it right in the given area
of

the community, be it gang or otherwise.

And I

think you're going to see that as a

leader -- a leading aspect in the law enforcement solution to this type of problem.
We

haven't talked to the school district yet about

parking in front of one of the

schools, but that might be an eventuality at some point in time.
Okay,

Paramount:

You've heard of this Alternative

to Gang Membership Program.

mentioned earlier that the Sheriff's Department's working on.

I

This program, though, in

Paramount, has gone on since 1981.
And
where
have

basically, the fifth grade has

been, through studies, targeted as

most gang members are susceptible to joining.
to get in the school system and go after

things.

that grade

And so therefore that's where we

those fifth graders and teach them some

So this program is just a fifteen hour program; one hour a week.

Teaches all

the fifth graders various aspects of developing high self-esteem and resisting gangs.
The
tested,

studies of this program

have shown that of

50 percent were susceptible

susceptible to joining a gang.

to gangs.

those before they took

After the

the class

class, 95 percent were

not

So the education model that we've all been hearing this

evening is certainly a major, major part of the answer.
Let me go through a few more things and then I'll close, Senator.
know

about truancy programs.

District

Okay, Norwalk --

has had a truancy program

Attendance

First of all, we

the Norwalk-La Mirada

in existence for years and

Unified School

it involves the School

Review Board and uniformed officers patrolling around the school and school

security

officers

that

are

question

that that has helped

civilian

on the

campuses of

reduce any p6tential for

the schools.

There's no

violent gang activity in

our

schools in this area.
The

dress code:

ABC Unified School

District is dealing with that.

You've heard

comments on that already.
ABC has hired also a liaison officer from the Sheriff's Department
actually

a deputy that

works with the school district to rove about, to be sensing the pulse of each
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school,

to ferret out any information that might cause

us to believe that violence is

going to occur in a school.
I

spoke to you about this Paramount Plan

that's in cooperation with the Paramount

Unified School District.
I

didn't

credentialed
classroom;

mention,

but I'll

deputy' sheriff,

say this.

that has

There's a

a teaching

Program where

Student Law

credential, goes

right into

a
the

teaches a couple of hours a day -- the basics of good citizenship and about

the juvenile justice system.
But

I

think

attending
as

when

you

really look

at this

problem, Senator,

facts that you're going to hear this evening,

from all

of the

the real thing we have to say

to why our schools are safe is the fact that the internal school discipline is very

good.

We have

performing

principals,

vice principals, counselors,

the role that apparently some

of our parents are incapable

The same thing for what our law enforcement weaknesses are.
of

teachers intervening in

fights.

teachers who are

every bit

of performing.

There's countless examples

Countless examples of teachers

who are aware of

gang members who, in effect, are having problems just growing up.
When we look at this thing, the real bottom line as I see it, from the school point
of view, which really it should start from that school point of view -- law enforcement
should

be the last

school

can't

resort,

help

the

as I see it.

problem.

under-recognized, and underpaid.
CHAIRMAN GREEN:
MR.
I

BACA:

earlier.

that

is

that

immediate resort when the
teachers

are

undervalued,

And the solution to this whole problem.

That you got a round of applause for.

Okay.

would say this.

And

Or at least the

So what does that all mean?

We've

got to get to

From the senatorial point of

the parenting skills aspect

~e\?

that I mentic.eJ

That's one .

. Two, and this is probably going to be a little different than you're -- than you're
going to hear from anyone here -- the teacher pay system needs to change significantly.
And

by

districts

that

I mean

we probably

ought to

throughout this state and the

should probably pay the highest salaries.

look at

the schools'

scores in

school districts that have the

all the

lowest scores

And it doesn't make sense if you think about

it, but on the other hand, it makes a lot of sense if you are -- if you're a teacher.
You take an Hispanic kid that can hardly speak English in certain cases and you put
him

in a classroom, and you teach him the conventional methods of teaching, and you're

asking a teacher to do almost the impossible.

Okay.

that at a pay scale

And a teacher that was willing to

continue

to do that and do

that is significantly lower than

the

teachers

that have it pretty -- pretty -- pretty plush, quite frankly, such as Beverly

Hills

Unified School District or otherwise -- you're

here.

And I think that teachers, in effect, who are working in the lower-scored result
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talking about a massive inequity

areas should have the highest pay.
And

I'll tell you another

reason for this.

Having

grown up in East

Los Angeles

myself in a gang area, all of my school teachers were Jewish, if you can recall that in
East L.A. and Boyle Heights area.
CHAIRMAN GREEN:
MR. BACA:
Jewish

And-- and, you know, •••

I grew up long before you did, Lee.

Right. (laughter)

And -- and, there's something about education and the

culture ethic about education that rubs off,

otherwise.

You -- you have a stronger

whether you're Hispanic, black or

sense of accomplishing what has to

be done in

that classroom.
Well, we don't see that much anymore, quite frankly.
answer

And I'm not saying that's the

-- bring a bunch of Jewish school teachers in. (laughter)

the

answer, I think, lies in showing a

who

are faced with

this

I'm just saying that

strong programmatical support for the teachers

extra problem of trying

to teach gang kids

how to read and

write and so forth and so on.
Okay.
I'll

The last thing here, Sir, in support of your proposed Senate Bill 900 -- and

leave you with this.

the

Principal and I got

so-called
had

At Curtis Junior High School in Carson, Or. Lionel Joubert,
together, years ago, and

problem children in the school.

difficulty with their classes,

we identified -- he

identified the

These children -- and they were children --

difficulty with their attendance,

difficulty with

their parents, and difficulty with the whole system.
I

said, "Why don't we have a deputy sheriff that patrols the area where these kids

live, teaching these kids two hours a day some of the basic fundamentals on how to just
survive in civilized society."
were

in the class

around,

And so he said, "Let's do it."

and when you really

you're not talking about

literally

a handful or more.

Of the ten students who

analyze this whole thing

a lot of students.

and every school

You know, you're talking

about

Of all those ten students, they attended that class with

90 percent regularity where they couldn't get to the other ones, it seemed without some
big

problem.

Not only did they

attend it regularly, they became

involved with it to

the degree that there was a high degree of communication and I can assure you, with the
study

we were doing, that none of them got

themselves involved in a criminal activity

while they were at least in attendance at this school.

And I don't think that that's a

very big adjustment that we need to make in order to deal with the problem.
And so I'm recommending that
have

as you've referred to in Senate Bill 900

that specialized class available to the schools

the

kid out as was referred

this

class

and

somewhat

to earlier by a lady
keep

them in

that we

so that they, instead of kicking

speaker, that we can place

a marginally

supervised context

them in

that would

hopefully give them another lease on the educational system.
I

think I've taken the full 15 minutes here.
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I thank you for the invitation and I

wish you well.
CHAIRMAN

It's a big job.
GREEN:

Well, thank you, Lee.

I appreciate your coming out tonight.

And

a couple of questions.
You
large
has

being an Area

Commander

and in charge of

-- very large area of sphere of influence.
taken a little extra

taken

a lot of different

stations, is a

In recognizing the fact that Norwalk

step -- not little

big.

Recognizing that

Paramount has

the extra step and recognizing, I understand, that Lakewood -- because there's a

Lakewood

Plan, too.

And that's a station that comes under your command.

Seeing those

stations and those cities that are involved, what kind of -- of numbers can you provide
as

to how

much --

say for

instance, let's

say Norwalk

-- what

are their

numbers

comparative to our population -- to other cities around that does not take that step -that extra step?
MR. BACA:
CHAIRMAN
statistics
bills

Well, I don't know if I can •••
GREEN:

I mean because

or some kind of

that's the kind --

numbers or some

I'd like to get

something for when I'm

in Sacramento I can look to that and say this

is what it does.

some kind of
debating these

As you know, we

always need that back-up material.
MR.

BACA:

I think what I can do for you, Sir,

is I can respond to you in writing

with that answer and do it in a far better •••
CHAIRMAN GREEN:
MR. BACA:

Well, I don't mean you have to do it tonight, but that's .•.

Sure.

CHAIRMAN GREEN:

But that type of information I would sure love to have you prepare

for us because that's the way that you win bills in Sacramento.
MR. BACA:
CHAIRMAN
do

I will prepare a document for you that will give you that information
GREEN:

Thank you, Mr. Baca.

that and I did it,

Ana I used

but, Lee, you and I

the word "Mr."

are good friends and thank

You asked me to
you for coming

tonight.
MR. BACA:

Right.

CHAIRMAN GREEN:
All
He

right.

Isn't he a great guy?

From our school districts and our

is a consultant from the

local agencies, we have Don Irving.

L.A. County Commission on Delinquency

and Crime.

You've

been very patient, Don.
MR.

DON IRVING:

Senator Green and Members of the Committee of the Organized Crime

and

Gang Violence, distinguished and honored guests, members of our community, I thank

you

for the opportunity to appear· before you all to

of

view on an important series

provide a point of view or points

of issues confronting every and

each member of family

and community.
As I understand it, you, Senator Green, are desirous of demonstrating how one facet
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of

public policy affects another or what the lack

of public policy from the community

to the state may be causing.
I

must say

that

in light of

the -- this

that's

been provided, the expertise

folks,

that I feel just a

about

evening's presentations that

of professionals, the leaders,

and the concerned

little bit overwhelmed and obviously· nervous that wh.t I'm

present may not be fully appreciated at this point.

t~

the data

However, I'm not worried

because things will get worse before they get better.
In

my 35 years plus in every phase of the

kid business, I have worked in every --

nearly

every situation imaginable, having been

roles,

having been injured, having

early

phases of the old L.A.

County,
were

a victim, having -- had

been involved in gang

gang area which is now

activities in the early

the Cripe, when the Los

in its infinite wisdom, developed a group

going to go out and formalize the gangs

to play tough

Angeles

a guidance program in which they

and so that they could have officer-ship

and run their gang meetings by the Roberts Rules of Order.
Thereafter

the

President,

Lyndon

Johnson,

had

the

War on

Crime, and

as you

remember, he had panels of people throughout communities and these people were going to
sit

advisory to the issues of

boards

poverty.

had gang members on it.

They had learned

hadn't changed their activity.
of

the time.

unyielding

And

However,

now towards the

and rigid like a sock

skeletons

in the

skeleton

you want.

now

in those cases I was able to walk away most

end of my

only a

after 1964, these poverty

the Roberts Rules of Order, but they

career years, I

after a week's wear, and

closet, there's
I

And lo and behold,

pile of

speak truth as I

tend to get

a little

if you need to know

old bones

and you

see it, subject or

about

can build

any

subject to change or

change in challenge.
Allow
recently,
County

me to clarify

one point before

as of November 30th,

Delinquency

and

I completed a contracted

Crime

I

my testimony.

Commission,

using

the

am now unemployed.

project for the Los
California Youth

Only
Angeles

Authority's

Prevention and Community Correction's money to address the feasibility of a county-wide
delinquency prevention authority, a coordinative effort to create models of prevention,
replicate

successful projects and programs, and to test the community's level to start

a delinquency prevention effort.
On November 2nd of this year, over 65 people, representing a wide spectrum of folks
in

the

disciplines

conference
Clergy
that
in
and

in

the

sponsored by the

Association.

kid

business,

attended the

Commission and hosted

And you may recall that that

project-ending round-table

by the Cerritos

Valley Interfaith

clergy association was once a group

was divided by its own ecumenical barriers and when the AeroMexico crash occurred
Cerritos, all of a sudden
joined hands and ever

these barriers disappeared and that

since that point have
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group came together

enjoyed their now reputation

of not

just

being a clergy

association that meets

on Wednesdays and

feels the woe

and the

from that conference

and the

terror of sinners, but, in fact, is trying to get involved.
All

of the materials that

I developed from that

workshops

therein

I think

you'll notice

attending

-- the community leaders

also that

and so forth and

the

the level

of people

law enforcement representatives,

had their chance to have their inputs.
Let

me give you

Criminal

Justice Planning,

Administration,
the

a quick story
and

in 1978

as was para

I also was
the years of

working for the

Office of

working for Jerry

Brown's

we frequently received letters that we were to answer and send back to

voting public and we would respond in kind and to be fair and responsive.

letter

we received

violence.
not

that

Brown that said,

I want it stopped by November 30th at

doing anything and

registered

I

want it stopped."

Republican at the

going to be on that.
And

came into Jerry

time and I

As to your

believe

I

crime and

I'm sick and tired of you

they handed me the

really didn't know

letter.

I was a

where my loyalties

were

But I did finally conjure up a letter.

the letter said this:

today.

So

midnight.

"I can't stand

And the

request

"Your letter regarding
(no overlap

on tape -

crime and violence was received
testimony missing) (laughter)

I

worked there for about two years more and then I was shipped off to southern

California again.
The
the

backdrop of my concern is "do we as

state

level

sixty-five
and

institutions

to a hundred and

five percent?

housing

a community recognize the local impact of

offenders

are

operating

eighty-five percent, rapidly heading

at

a hundred

and

towards two hundred

Just when do you believe that the releases will begin and when chE r

do take place, what effect will they have on the currently constituted community?"
During

my

September
assess
we

community

assessment

period

during

this

last 14-month

of '88 to October '89 in the Artesia or Cerritos Valley area, where I was to
so forth and find out if

the overall confusion about crime and delinquency and

had anything that we could use

delinquency
continuum
directed

period from

as data.

And here's what I

found.

prevention meant different things to different folks.
activities

from

those

activities

directed

towards the offender -- offender management.

to

The concept of

No one saw it as a

non-delinquents to

Some saw it as a "TNJ."

those
"Trail

'em, Nail 'em, and Jail 'em."
I

found a deepening human relations problem that cut across the communities.

Older

endemic problems and conflicts were being exacerbated as the new in-migration of people
from

different

ninety-five
greater
Cerritos,

cultures

and

ethnic

backgrounds

different languages' dialects are now

Cerritos Valley area.
and Hawaiian Gardens.

arrived

in the

area.

Eighty

spoken at the dinner tables

to

in the

That includes parts of Norwalk, Lakewood, Artesia City,
And, of

course, it sits contiguous right
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up against

the Orange County boundary and they also are having that same kind of an impact over in
the Palm area and so forth.
In
the

terms of the area's demographic

patterns, they're rapidly changing --

economic level throughout the area.

developments
through

now.

more on

The older neighborhoods sit next to new plush

So the stone throw

a ghetto-ized or barrios youth who's grL 1n up

that system -- he can throw a rock over

to a $500,000 piece of property.

And

if you don't think he sees that differential, we've got some thinking going.
In

terms

organizations
fragmentation

of

community-based

and

outreach

organizations,

organizations

and gaps of services.

and

In fact,

the

the

traditional

like

youth-serving

there

is

a

serious

some services don't exist, specifically

in the problem areas.
Nearly
safe

two years ago, the

campuses due to

gang-related
formed

the

ABC Unified School District

recent increases in campus

incidences in a two-year period.

began an effort to

assure

violence, discovery of weapons,

There was a closer working relationship

between law enforcement in the school with

the city representatives invited to

contribute most of their fears or concerns and information.
Most

recently the Cerritos Valley

Interfaith Clergy Association has

come aboard.

And here there is a hopes where they may be able to broaden the focus of prevention and
be

able to make recommendations to the Board of Trustees to develop effective policies

that impact the campus balance.
I

had written

in

a report

about

the same time,

quote, "The existence

of such

diversity was not, is not, and will not be fully appreciated until there is in place an
area-wide
the

forum for all segments to

clashes between

activities
potentiated

groups

come together.

and schools

and

More often than

not in the past,

community levels have

been called gang

when in fact they were manifestations of deepening human relations problems
by drug and alcohol

abuse, parental and community

denial, and previously

long-standing, un-addressed community human relations issues."
An
School,

authoress

in

the name

pointed out,

vulnerable
played

by

out.

quote,

institutions.

of Sarah

Lightfoot, a

"In some sense

They are

professor at

schools have been

the stage on

which a lot

our most visible

and

of cultural crises

get

We see in it most vividly the inequities and hypocrisy.

front of you and it's outraging."

Harvard Graduate

She does not limit the fact,

It's right there
however, that the

continuing efforts towards the arts, the theater, the physical education, and so forth,
must continue on.·
I
minimum

also found in my

assessment that child care

wage to provide quality care and services.

programs still paying employees

a

Most of these folks could actually

make more money if they went down to a hamburger stand or a chicken place or one of the
chain

restaurants.

Many needed -- many

of the areas needed child
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care programs, but

they're non-existent for the lower socioeconomic group.
I

found want for parenting classes,

young

parenting support groups; a waiting

unwed mothers at the age where they would

list for

avail themselves of a very unique ABC

Unified School program and other schools also, which provide the care for the child and
an

education continuing for the mother.

But there's

a waiting list.

These folks are

sitting right back in the barrio watching the day-to-day routine go on.
The consortium or the area-wide private councils -- CELICO --, a council having six
percent
the

of the moneys used for developing programs for the hard to serve, are used for

physically handicapped and impaired students only.

area

is missing an opportunity to develop programs

As part of the consortium, the

directly related to the decreasing

of estrangement of youths from the system.
Gangs more often than not run along ethnic lines and crossovers are generally along
cooperative

means to obtain

contraband.

In some

unnoticed instances satanic

groups

still

proffer through the aerial.

start

at the bridge near the gulf and stuff, take your pictures, ride your bicycles or

whatever,

Anyone who goes along the San Gabriel River bed can

south to Cerritos and you

will see a cultural changing

You can see the conflicts coming up.

placas from Whittier to the areas around Norwalk.
You

can 'see the pentagrams

Cerritos,

you

begin

supremist activity.
And

And as you get

of the satanic orders.

to pick

up the

cultists and

the satanic,

Now these folks are in the river.

as a matter of fact, when

of frustration gang

farther down into
heavy metal,

Where are we?

I discovered in the park in

Downey -- and you know

those

of you who may know about Downey, that's a white ghetto that's changing.

lived

there for

neighborhood
found

30

years and

that I used to

golly, it's starting

that I grew

up in.

is they have a gang program over there.

pointed

out to them that the Chevas

over the park in San Gabriel.
The

other

day

So

But one

It ·was not.

not

too

of the things that

(
I

e

v~

Gang out of north Artesia was

putting placas all

from Norwalk

was knifed

to death

at 9600

block on

He was killed by members from a Compton gang and they had already

cvs -- people thinking it meant

It was Compton Vadios Segundo and that was already there and they

had already started in there.
I'm

to the kine.

I went to the Police Department and

their placas on the overpass bridges in Norwalk.

Chevas.

to get back

I have

They didn't know about it.

a youngster

Firestone in Downey.
left

by

white

sure

what

So we had all the manifestations of gang conflict.
the

coordination

is at

that point

and that's

not my

expertise, but these things I do notice.
Cities -- excuse me -- there is still a great deal of denial about the gang problem
or

violence or drugs or anything else.

to

who, what, where,

policies

and

have

any
yet

Or at least there's a wait and see attitude as

effort will be directed.
to

really

show

an intent
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Cities still maintain separatist
to come

together in

a mutually

cooperative
unique
city

effort.

We've tried two

or three times in

this area.

innovative program approaches -- ideas, desires
boundaries.

controlling

Some of

the most

are being overlooked at the

Some community leaders are concerned with the removal as a method of

gangs.

That is, remove the criminal, remove

the graffiti, and remove the

hang-out.
Contracts
government

and

general

depend on a

law cities

with the

variety of county

city council/city

manager forme

service configurations, depending

of

upon the

understanding of the community leaders, elected officials, and the emphasis placed upon
any

problem as an extension of their own

and

'electability,' which

inner

coordination of efforts,

services.

And as you know,

always point up.
Pure

must

difference.

be

and

or ethnic lines.

circle

with sanctions,

They

not

come

aggressive

and the

provide those

one or more fingers,

they

as opposed

oversimplified
they

or

to curbing

ignored.

become closed generally

of the circle, the more we

intrusion, classifying by

There

gang
is

a

along cultural
try to open that

blanket or broad-breast

If they look like a duck, walk like a duck, the more difficult it becomes
resolve

adolescent period of life.
but

more

sophisticated

during

county's ability to

curbing violence,

With the closing

provide outreach to

violence.

pooling of resources

when everybody keeps pointing

differentiated,

lines

gangs,

depending upon the

the latter,

Groupe form.

approaches.

the inner community

So let somebody else do it.

prevention

formation,

to

impacts

values, their beliefs, and their experiences

to

do

the tolerable and manageable

conflicts of the normal

Those which often happen in schools have nothing to do with
with

human

relations

problems.

society that we fail to often recognize

Strangely,

for

such

a

the ideology -- first causes of

It is insidious creeping into every phase of our community life, especially

the periods of rapid social change.

Raising

our tolerances of the intolerable

by retreating continually to safer territories in our attitudes towards others and what
we expect from our neighbors and community.
One

-- once

violence
upon

in

a while

we'll

be reacting intermittently

to curb violence without rhyme

law enforcement

to

public policy vertically and horizontally from

sectors.
to

create ••. --

up after us.

integrate

districts,

the

try to clean

factor

special

delays

and

county, state,

delays the

bit of

Then we depend
This has been

efforts to

an

create and

and at the community school,

federal affecting

In light of the ideology, that is the

be on guard for

with a little

or reason, plan or strategy.

important

city,

which

come in

And I'm speaking as a community member.

both public

and private

nature of first causes issue, we need

simplistic, demagogic, quick-fix, and

overly simplified localized

approaches, leaving severe problems unrecognized and un-addressed.
I
if

saw constructive efforts to promote short-range and mid-range planning, but few,

any, long range planning efforts.

Each agency .does plan, does
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attempt to provide

services, is willing to move ahead, but there is the old competitive atmosphere between
community-based organizations, wittingly or not.
the

grant.

They

die

by the grant.

Community-based organizations live by

Once the grant

is awarded, the

CBO must start

fishing for the next years.
Successful
ideas

of

periods
solve

inter-community supported

and become a

part of an

some of these activities.

level,
And

an

programs are not recognized but

a public policy at

only in the claims of

long-range grant

covering five

inter-community planning master
But it

the grant.
to ten

year

plan would seem

must be supported by a public

the county level, and

The

a public policy at

to

policy at that
the state level.

we ought to stop sending some of our money back to Washington and getting 50 cents

back on the dollar so they can tell us what our public policy should be.
Let's
seemed

see what we're dealing with.

to apply directly

Implication"

by Jan

M.

In 1982 a Rand Corporation

"Varieties of Criminal Behaviors:
and Marcia

R.

Chaiken.

One in

study -- and this

A Summary and Policy

a series that

tends not to

support the previous notions of sanctions, California determinate sentence, or for that
matter,

practices of

classifications,

directly affects the community.
criminal

community service.

This

The studies revealed, quote, that "The rate in which a

commits crimes is related to the seriousness

category.
in

treatment, levels of

of the crimes that define their

The more serious the category, the more likely the offender to commit crimes

that category at

a high rate

and to commit

less serious offense

at a high

rate

also."
We
period

documented one case in Artesia

which was serving -- a

youngster was serving a

of hours to work off a misdemeanor charge and it was community service.

A1d

e

was painting on one end of town and in the afternoon he was putting his graffiti on _l,e
south end of town.
The
The

report introduces to the concept validated

ones

who

consideration,
offender
law

in

community --

-- as the less serious offender.

intimidate,
citizens.
Violent

They

threaten,

produce
and

a

frighten

The violent predators

equal sanction,

lot

And receive
of

fear

potential

generally

frequently before the

age of 18.

thereafter.

extensive

long

the

process

a great deal of attention from
at a

witnesses,

terrorist level

victims

commit crimes well before

and

who

law-abiding

the age of 16.

Commit both violent and property

Initially, unstable dysfunctional

families

Socially unstable histories and family involvement

Multiple drug use and abuse simultaneously

generally enter

equal due

sentencing at a less serious

almost

acts towards other children in early years.

preceding their own problems occur.

They

who receive

equal justice system treatment, and equal

enforcement.

crimes

our

by the research violent predators.

prison system

extensive, labyrinth

for

the first time

of all
-34-

during the criminal activity.

kinds of

at the age

charges on

of 23 after

their juvenile

records.

And

constituted
violent

yet,

Senator

Green,

official records

they

they

can't

be

singled

are a poor source

predators appear on the surface to be one

out because

of information.

presently
Often these

of them in gang formation.

They in

fact seek out and potentiate gang members and provide a sense of urgency -- a potential
to

act out

the community's

un-addressed prejudices,

frustrations, and

hostili~

.es,

often found at our tables in the context of families, shared in the social interaction.
The

newly

formed

gangs

come

about

especially

different

cultures and

together.

They have not worked together.

They

can't get past

suburban

the denials or

homogeneous

incidences

ethnic members

community,

of our

in an

environment where

community and

they have

there are

yet to

come

They have not developed trust in each other.

the rationalizations of

such pain

brought on

their own groups.

by the

results in a quick unification and mobilization

rash of

In a

violent gang

to assist officials to act

and act quickly.
Remember

now, we've had gangs throughout history.

My great, great grandfather led

the Tennessee Volunteers against the property of the ranch owner here in Los Angeles in
1850

down in Luna and then my great, great grandfather was taken up to the San Gabriel

Mountains

by the Cahuilla Indians who

animals

worked for Don Luna because

shot on the ranch and my great, great

That

was the end of his gang activity.

into

town seeking a new path and after the war

there were several

grandfather was skinned alive up there.

He got here actually because John Fremont came
was over, took $10 million and went up

to Sonora, California to live the good life.
When

in the gang it provides the membership a

and behaviors.
in

class, a cohesion of beliefs, acts,

Thus in a gang, the violent predator can do all the crimes, participate

all the gang activity, and be the precipitator of violence, receive equal treatment

from

the

justice

system

when

caught.

Thus

going undetected,

the active

violent

predator commits hundreds of crimes a year and if they are a member of a gang, the gang
commits

hundreds of crimes a

however.
violent

Soon losing their
predator's impelled

year.

The most active

ability to withdraw,
directions.

gang members are not

abstain or avoid

When the beliefs,

predators,

the gangs or

the

behaviors, and acts

are

viewed by the average law-abiding citizen, it is as one administrator of a school said,
"It's

like trying to make sense

recently

did

enforcement
members.

this

fact

out of something that doesn't

give

rise

to

and the district attorney's
We've known this for

a more

make sense."

coordinated effort

office for the prosecution

50 years, Senator Green,

And only

between the

law

of hard-core gang

and it's only been

recently

we've been able to mobilize that.
And

we have

cooperation.
book.

to recognize

It's focused.

that is

not public

policy.

It may be funded or whatever.

Only as an intolerable or putting into effect.
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That

is an

inter-agency

But it still is not in the

But it doesn't say if you are a

hard-core gang member, this is what's going to happen.
The violent predator factor, along with his or her
out

there --gang

members

-- I'm not talking

and there are violent females

about in the family

--upon family --

their affects upon the family, the youth, and community must bring all agencies, local,
state, and school municipalities to notice; change the conditions that produce violence
at

maximum; correct and manage the conditions at

through

until it's

sharing

of information among the CBOs, law

and

too

late is reflected

having reasonable intervention

minimum.

in the present

Why violent offenders slip
level of coordination

and

enforcement, school inter-city mechanisms,

in place and

not treat the

youngster like a

hot

potato referral.
Let

me digress for a moment, whether the intervention, one-on-one or pair -- group

counseling

is used, it is the

level of sophistication of the

treatment methodologies

and

the knowledge of the ideology of violence

the

normal conflictual adolescent, and to

The

inherent limitations should also be recognized before any success can be achieved.

It

is

now

excuse

community-based

me

it

is

and the predator as differentiated from

recognize just how serious the

not

how

well

the

community

problem is.

recognizes

the

organization, how strongly it is connected to the polities of the area

-- different city councils, et cetera -- how polished the servicer is, or how shiny the
brochure

is -- its ability

erudition

of the

to get funding, its

director

I found

ability -- its program

almost as many

gaps in service

claims or the
between CBOs,

public agencies, law enforcement, schools, cities, and districts with no accountability
system or coordinating function, despite the claim to otherwise.
fo~

Michael Josephson, a law professor and a founder of the Josephson Institute
Advancement

of Ethics, observed, "Acting ethically is easier

the only way to make the world fit for our children.
there's

no question about it.

But it also has

3

said than done, but i-'d

Ethics has a practical dimension,

a spiritual dimension.

People have an

inner,

inherent sense of right

"There

were moments where I felt important because I did something meaningful and that

made

the difference in

autonomy
are

and wrong and that's

tt

other people.

their ability to decide

a means of coercion.

But

why they feel shame."

even little white

lies deny people

for themselves on the basis

The mandate is that an

He said,

of true facts.

their
Lies

ethical person ought to do more than

he's required and less than he's allowed ... "
Despite
right

the negative

aspects

here in Norwalk and Cerritos

concerned

folks.

and the effects

Valley communities.

They are vulnerable.

They are the

are taking place
first thrust by

Programs, projects, efforts are vulnerable due

to the critics who look at it as a new situation.
They

of programs that

Vulnerable because of their variety.

are vulnerable because of their specific local focus and they need support.

need constant modification to be connected to the big picture.
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They

There

has been in many cases too much focus

providing

a means for folks to get

on content rather than process, often

their own agenda in.

But this

the process will come about if we continue to support the effort.
divide

effectiveness with efficiency.

that

Each idea and

means that we need to pool all of

to go it alone.

too shall pass and
Sometimes we have to

means of repricability (?) needs

our contiguous area efforts and stop , ying

Support of delinquency prevention function, an authority to coordinate

at

the county level with communities.

at

the County before

There are

Supervisor~

the Board of

presently several proposals for this
and anyone

can take their

choice for

their support of it.
Some of the good programs that I ran across -- they're in the embryo stages -- were
the

Cerritos

students

Gang

Intervention,

in

in the hang-outs and taking

were going

out and

them home and introducing to

their parents that

were possibly gang

were

walking the streets without reasonable cause to be there on the streets when they
be

school.

Association

recycling

to the fore

first

their cases

time.

County?

And

Cerritos Valley

in representing the

Interfaith Clergy

spiritual elements of

Caseloads of 450 on probation officers.
through the

Six-0-ones

the

existing CBOs

(601s) still

being a

And do you realize that these babies

look

at a

You've

got to go

effect

and you've got

big issue

already

for district.

there are some of the changes

back

pro-active

Just

these things together and look and it.

sense, you've got

before the birth takes
to make the

are going to become parents?

We're in a third generation of drug involvement.

it's no wonder that we dove-tail all of

when you

after they've

Special

But did you know that the drug-abused babies are 25,000 here in

as their parents were drug-involved?
So

that the

Attendance Review Boards cannot get control and

in the court attitude.
L.A.

found

there's still problems left.

the

Student

I

picking up students who

And I think those things need to be improved.

caseload
failed

also

has now come

community.
But

And

Their truancy approach of

picking up

they

should

members.

which officers

demand.

to go back

place.

to the parenting.

And you've got

People need

to put it into

to be trained

on how to

be

parents.
CHAIRMAN
hearing

over in

particular
and

GREEN:

Yes, that statistic is well •••

Martin Luther

King Hospital

day was Diane Watson.

this is really something that

thing

On

that particular one, we had a

not too

long ago.

The Chairman

that

But we had a whole parade of the drug baby situation
a lot of people don't

that's happening out there today.

But I've been

really realize the momentous
there, you know.

In this job,

you get to a lot of hearings and hear a lot of things, but you don't see as much •••
MR.

IRVING:

Orangewood
nursery,

After

I

retired, back

in

Children's Foundation and for two

one my careers,

years, I worked in the

changing diapers on babies -- handling them,
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I went to

work for the

infant -- in the

nourishing them and finding out

what

was making them tick.

the

increase of

people

And you wouldn't believe

becoming aware that

in that two-year period how fast

they were cocaine-involved.

And yet we

don't even recognize in our own state right here -- at the turn of the century, mothers
took

elixirs --

difficult

period of time.

process?
alcohol

cocaine-based drinks

so

that they

could get

them through

that

And I've often wondered -- where are those children in this

There is a generational kind of thing that goes on.
use and drug use.

So I

A predisposition towards

think we've got a pretty big

problem to face.

Thank

you very much.
CHAIRMAN

GREEN:

Thank you very

much for your testimony

and we'll make this

all

part of the -- of the record.
Okay,

next we have Tony Ostos, Neighborhood Counseling Manager, City of Paramount.

We've heard good things from the City of Paramount and he's going to share with us.
MR. TONY OSTOS:
My

name

is

Tony

Good evening, Senator Green, Ladies and Gentlemen of the audience.
Ostos.

I'm a

Neighborhood Counseling

Manager with

the City

of

Paramount and I've been with the City of Paramount for approximately eight years.
And

what I'm going to be

components.

One

specifically

from Commander

little

of

bit

recommendations

is

testifying about tonight is, basically,

about the

detail

Paramount Plan

Baca

about

itself.

who alluded to

what

we're

the program.

doing

that I've been thinking about

You've

in

a few different

heard some
We'll

Paramount.

comments

tell you in
And

also

which I believe would help

a

some

to begin to

alleviate the gang problem in California.
I want to start off by telling you that first off, we believe the Paramount Plan is
a

part of

Paramount

the

solution.

And there

Plan-- what it represents

are other components

to the solution.

is some area systems coming

An~.

tra

together to addrJsci

community problems.
Back in 1981 the City Council realized there was a problem with youth joining gangs
and
we

it was at that time that the staff was directed to research the problem.
found out was that basically

we had to get to

youth before the gang got

And what
to them,

i.e., before they joined a gang.
So

we developed a

program

their involvement with gangs.
about

joining

corresponded
around

the

gangs

right

to fifth grade.
fifth

grade

to begin working with

youth at an early

age prior to

Our staff research showed that many youth began thinking
around
So we

level

the

age

of ten

or eleven,

which in

geared our initial efforts to

before they

got involved

Paramount

working with youth

with gangs.

And what

we

go into

the

developed was an anti-gang school curriculum.
In

the

classroom

school

curriculum,

we

-- it's

for once a week, for 15 weeks.

a 15-week

We're

curriculum.

in the classroom for approximately 55

minutes and each week that we're in we cover a different topic.
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We

Some of the samples of

topics we cover are impact on gang membership, typical pre-gang behavior; we talk about
gangs

and tattoos; the gangs claiming

problems
talk

that tattoos create for

about how

believe

gangs

youth -- gang tattoos

have changed

over

it's okay for them to join

We talk about graffiti.

territory; gangs and drugs; peer

pressure; the

later on in their

the years to

get to those

a gang because their parents were

lives.

We

youth who might
once in

~

gang.

That's another topic.

What we basically have done is we have taken the whole topic of gangs and broken it
down

into 15 specific

sub-topics

that we believe contribute

to the gang phenomenon.

And we talk about these within the classroom.
We

have found over the years that our being

youth to discuss gangs.
them

Youth are well-aware of the gangs in the community and some of

harbor these myths as to why

experiences

in the classroom provides a forum for

they should get involved with gangs

with gangs themselves.

Some of them --

or they've had

their own families have even been

entered by gangs.
For

example, in one particular classroom that I'm working in right now, there is a

five-year old -- excuse me -- a fifth grade young man, about eleven years old, and last
week

I heard that his father, who is involved in

dealing drugs, was shot in the neck.

And I don't know if he's going to survive or not as of yet.
But

many

directly

of

these

youth

have already

or indirectly by the family

experienced some

form of

that's been involved with gangs.

gangs, either
So there is a

need

to reach youngsters and basically educate them about the reasons they should stay

away

from gangs

communities.

and to

And this

destroy some

of the

is something

that we

myths about
hope to

gangs that

do with

abound in

Alternative to

our
Gangs

Membership Program.
In
that

Paramount we are currently implemented in all
service the city,

city.

approximately seven that

are located within

the

And the program is conducted by city staff and it's fully funded by the City of

Paramount.
of

and that is

of the public elementary schools

Currently the program costs the city $126,000 and the City pays for it out

the general funds

rather

unique.

and

has been paying for

The City council, to their

it out of the

credit, saw a need to fund

and has continued to fund and support the program.
you're in the schools.

general funds, which is
such a program

And there is no bickering -- "Well,

The schools should be paying for it."

there

was a cooperative effort needed.

The School

being

in the schools, allowing us the classroom time,

What we decided was that

District is fully supportive of us
the support of the teachers and

the School Board in implementing this particular program.
Aside
the

from working within the School

need to work with parents

Neighborhood

District with the youngsters, we

out in the community.

Gang Awareness Meetings.

And

part of what we do

Part of working for the
-39-

also found
is have

City -- I was a deputy

probation
that

I

officer for Los Angeles County and as a probation officer, one of the things
noticed

youngster's
thick,

back then

was that

many parents

involvement with gangs.

In

were completely

spite of a record

unaware of

their

maybe four or five

it still did not dawn on them that they were involved with gangs.

inches

So there's a

need to reach out to parents in the community and basically increase their awareness as
to what gangs are all about.
We conduct our meetings throughout the community in private homes, churches, school
sites,
We

recreation settings -- basically any place where you can get parents to attend.

also found a need to conduct our meetings bilingually, in both English and Spanish,

to

get

to

the

target

population.

Within

our

parent

meetings,

we

re-utilize

audio-visual equipment, films, guest speakers, and we basically -- our basic goal is to
increase

the level of awareness as to what gangs

are all about and to empower parents

with the knowledge that they can utilize to keep their sons and daughters out of gangs.
We

have found out

purchase

gang attire

attire,

thinking

neighborhood
kids

over the years
for

that

that many parents,

the youngsters and

that's current

quite innocently, begin

allow their kids

fashion.

Part

of what

to dress in
we try

to

the gang

to do

in our

meetings is to let parents know that the simple thing like allowing their

to dress in gang attire can mean that their youngster will later on progress into

the gang involvement.
Additionally,
practical

in

our

neighborhood meetings

we talk

Things like spending more time with their family.

Keeping

their children busy.

which

things --

some

things parents can do in their homes to keep their sons and daughters out of

ganga.

Becoming

about some

more involved.

is what we also

Giving

Planning family activities.

their youngsters responsibilities in

(no tape overlaptry and do with

testimony missing)

the h ... ilS'

•

••. pushing educati ,r,,

Alternative to Gangs Membership

Program is to

push education for youngsters.
In

addition to our

posters,

video tapes,

discussions
films.

in classrooms, we make

We believe that

use of audio-visual aids,

youth need to

visualize what we

are

talking about to get the message.
In
school

addition to

school curriculum,

follow-up program in which we

basically
expand

the elementary

to reinforce some of

on other concepts.

we also

have an

follow up with youngsters at

the concepts introduced at

It's our hope, also, to

intermediate

the seventh grade,

the fifth grade level

and

reach out to other youngsters that

have moved into the School District.
In

the seventh grade we also

focus a little bit more

on self-esteem, drug abuse,

the consequences of criminal life style, and higher education and career opportunities.
Our

program

objectives:

I

want

understanding of what we're trying to do.

to

go

through

these

so

you

get a

We have several program objectives.
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better

First
our

we want to reduce and eliminate gang

number one program objective

basic

-- is to reduce

it and eliminate it.

That's

And it's our

program philosophy that it's not okay for youngsters to join gangs -- that youth

need

to stay out

years

of

gangs completely.

And what

we believe and we've

seen over the

is that once a youngster involves his or herself in a gang, inevitably, pr:' lems

result.
as

membership within a community.

So we're telling them to stay away from gangs period.

they were when your parents were younger and

Gangs are not the same

we're trying to dispel these romantic

notions that youth have about being involved with gangs.
Number
negative
their

two, we believe it is very important
aspects of gang membership

youngsters.

alternative
gang

We

believe

to increase parental awareness of the

and inform parents of

it's

crucial

activities and part of what

that

youngsters

we see, which is a

prevention program, is that local government

offer

alternatives available for

alternative activities for youth

become

involved

in

necessary ingredient of a

entities and recreation departments

sports activities, recreational activities.

Other alternatives need to be available for youth out there in the community.
Number
awareness
from

three, we believe it's --

our number three objective is

to increase youth

of the negative ramifications of their joining a gang and to steer them away

joining gangs.

As

I said, earlier,

getting involved with gangs.
Number

four, we

youth have a

lot of romantic

ideas about

We try to dispel these ideas.

provide

suggestions for utilization

of resources for

the local

government and the School District to provide activities to meet the recreational needs
of children not currently being met by recreation programs.
Number

five,

through

utilization

of

neighborhood

meetings,

we

believe

it's

important to provide parents with a forum for discussion and the opportunity to develop
peer support groups.
Number
provide

six, the utilization of anti-gang curriculum.

youth with a forum

for discussion and to

We believe it's important to

assist them in developing

non-gang

peer support groups.
Number
and
we

seven, provide the School District

utilized to assist the community in its

with a program that can

be implemented

efforts to curtail gang membership.

What

have seen over the years is that by the City taking a position against gangs, it is

filtered down through the community.
And
training

our

eighth

objective is

to provide

workshops that will assist them to

the School

District and

teachers with

identify gang-prone youth and redirect

them away from gangs.
In
we

addition to our structured program, we have

are involved in.

crucial.

I mentioned gang awareness

some other adjunct activities that

for teachers.

We believe that that's

We find out in -- over the eight years since the program's been in existence,
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many of the parents -- many of the teachers are completely unaware of the signs to look
for

to indicate a

youngster

is headed for gangs.

So there's a need

there for some

teacher in-service.
We also believe it's important -- our doors are open to provide -- even though it's
a

prevention program, we also believe it's

for

at-risk youth and their parents.

at-risk than other youth.

important to provide individual counseling

Some youth that we come in contact with are more

We also provide periodic consultation to the School District

and other agencies on graffiti and discouraging on-campus gang activities.
In

addition to our

parents

general

of at-risk youth.

gang awareness meetings, we

have target meetings for

We also conduct a summer school intermediate and elementary

school anti-gang presentations.
We

additionally believe it's important

participants.
we've

to maintain informal contact

with program

And one of the things which I believe contributes to some of the success

had in keeping youth out of gangs is that we maintain contact with youth outside

of

the classroom so they don't just view us as someone who goes into the classroom and

is

gone.

We believe that since we're in the community, we're a part of the community.

And that we have to maintain that contact with youth outside of the classroom.
In addition, we believe it's important to monitor graffiti and try to ascertain who
are the chronic graffiti writers in the community and in some way try to intervene with
them.

We also in the city have a graffiti

earlier

removal program and you've heard testimony

that -- to the importance of removing graffiti as quickly as it appears and we

certainly subscribe to that philosophy.
In

addition, through the Human

programs for youth.
effort

Services Department, we also

conduct recreat 0n. 1

These programs are geared towards all youth, but we make a spec _a_

to reach out to youngsters who live in gang-influenced areas and are more prone

to become involved in gangs -- to get them involved in some of these activities.
Some

of the other

unique

things we've done with

Alternatives to Gang Membership

Program is we have made use of the local cable TV system.
system

in which youth communicate

particular
town

Continental
another.

me

some youngsters

from one

school will communicate with youth from another school on the other side of

where normally there is

themselves

with one -- excuse

We have an interactive cable

come

on

the

a rival gang, and

local

cable

Cable, you see -- you tune
Youth operate the equipment.

TV

talk to them about

channels,

Channel

in and you see the youth

gangs.

28 and

The youth

Channel 51

of

on TV talking to one

So we also expose the video equipment to youth

as an alternative for them.
In addition, we believe it's important for multi-city and school district anti-gang
philosophy.

And one of the things I heard earlier was that many times the cities don't

cooperate.

And what we believe, it is important for us to cooperate with other cities
-42-

and share the information -- share some of the things that have proven to be successful
for

us within the City of Paramount.

We

make program presentations to other agencies

and other cities and we, as much as possible, assist them in implementing and identi ...
and initiating gang prevention programs.
Some
things
some

of the things

going to be doing

in the future

that the City Council has allocated funding for
future

currently
families
many

we're

direction

recruiting

for
for

the
a

Alternatives to

family

that have a history

their

families.

youngsters.

So

we

counselor to

believe it's important

This is something that the

Program is

provide individual
Over

the city and they

Jther

that -- in the last budget and

Gang Membership

of gang involvement.

youngsters have moved into

we have sow.·

counseling for

the years we have

seen that

have that gang involvement

to offer family

we are

within

counseling for these

City has allocated funding for

and is paying

for to the tune of $75,000 a year.
We

also are planning to expand the Alternatives

first

grade.

school

One thing that we've notice over the years is that many youngsters enter

with that mentality that they're going

to get into a gang as

And

as a matter of fact, we run into youngsters

are

already talking about gang

found

it necessary to expand

this year.
to

to Gang Membership Program to the

they grow older.

who are -- in the primary grades that

banging and look up
the program to the

to the gang members.

first grade and that's

So we have
our plan for

To continue working with youth at the fifth grade level, but also to expand

the first grade and begin working with youth right there and that will be the basis

from which to build on.
The

City

has

also

allocated

funding

for

a special

sergeant and

a dedicated

detective to handle gang incidents within.a city.
Total
fiscal
the

city gang expenditures for the City of Paramount

year will total $670,000.

City

and

Alternatives

it
to

breaks
Gang

down

And this
into

Membership

at the end of this current

is all coming out of the

$468,000

for

Program

the new

$126,000;

general funds of

programs, the

and

Graffiti

existing
removal

approximately $75,000 a year.
So

what I'm basically

continues
One

testifying about is

to address the need and

a local city

did not have to wait

that found the

need and

around for outside resources.

of our most frustrating things over the years in working with other cities is that

cities

don't recognize the

gang problem is

a local problem

and needs to

be handled

locally and the need to allocate money for it.
To
few

finish up my testimony because I believe we're

recommendations which I'd like to present.

programs
local

-- we

believe

And

that prevention programs

governments and school districts should
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running short of time, I have a
one is, I believe that prevention

should be more

widespread and that

shoulder this responsibility.

However,

it

is recognized

funding,

that

the local governments

perhaps state

believe

that

communities

the

financial

-- that

or school districts

assistance to help

they should

shoulder the

might need outside

them with this

effort.

responsibility.

They

But we
know the

the best and they know the ins and the outs of the gangs -- what gangs are

there.
Number

two, I have some recommendations for school districts.

are some things that school districts should do.
crucial,

is that

standards.
have

I

believe the

And I believe --

school

Number one, which I really believe is

districts need to

I've only heard of

actually moved towards this.

One

And I believe there

establish anti-gang dress

two in the state

of California that

is the Long Beach Unified

School District and

the ABC Unified School District.
Our
that

-- we have gotten a legal opinion on this

because the gang attire presents

and basically what we have found is

a danger to the school

legal for schools to establish anti-gang dress standards.
run

into

is

understand

that

the

school districts

that they can establish

seem to

setting, it's perfectly

One of the things that we've

be confused

anti-gang dress standards.

about it
OUr

and do

not

legal researchers

show that needs support action, though administrative action is not sufficient.
I

believe this

misconception
anti-gang

is

one area in

could assist us

to clarify that

that school districts have that they are helpless as far as establishing

dress standards.

clothes,

which the State

Believe me, once the youngster starts dressing in the gang

the next step, he's involved in it.

If

on

the school campus dressing in gang clothes,

on

campus or off-campus.

you see a predominance of youngsters
you could expect gang problems, either

So we believe that it's crucial to establish anti-gang

.re s

standards for our public schools.
Number
students.
school

three, we believe also that there should
What we've seen over

and they're left out in

the years is that

be better follow-up with expelled
many youngsters are expelled

the streets, unless they're on

probation.

from

If they're

not on probation, they're at home for a year, just out wandering the streets.
Additionally, we believe that school campuses should be closed in areas where there
is a gang problem.
One
the

It allows for better control of youngsters.

other recommendation I have does not involve the school district, but involves

correctional system within our state.

And this is a problem

over

in the years in the City of Paramount is

that

are arrested and

paroled,
some
there
even

are locked up

of the local agencies

that some of the hard-core gang members

in state institutions

they're paroled right back into

later on

the community without any effort

which might assist in

or at least keep an eye on what they're up
the youngsters -- some

we've seen over and

young adults, also.
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supervising some of the

when they're
to contact
youngsters

to-- or some of the young ..• --not
So

we believe that when

people are

re-paroled

into

communities

the

community, there

should be

or that the other option is not to

from which they came.

an effort

to contact

some of

the

re-parole them back into the community

The temptation is just too great in the youngster to revert back

to the gang activity.
So,

with

this

last comment,

I'd like

to close

and thank

you for

invit·ng my

testimony tonight and I wish you success, Senator.
CHAIRMAN
you're

GREEN:

Well, thank you very much for your

doing in Paramount.

And

I know I want

story over there and I know that it's working.
local

-- for your testimony on what

to commend you because

I've heard the

And those things that work, we need the

communities and the State and county to get

together and get the job done.

And

when we see something and it's working, we should all copy it and do the same thing and
then we would all be uniform.
MR. OSTOS:

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN GREEN:

Thank you for coming.

Okay, tonight then we have Ed Turley from the Youth Gang Services.
MR. ED TURLEY:
added

Thank you, Senator Green.

to the agenda.

I thank you for the opportunity of being

I know some of you will see my name is not on the agenda.

I was

asked to •••
CHAIRMAN GREEN:
MR. ED TURLEY:
Watson
of

I didn't stutter.
(laughs)

Yeah.

It's already there.

I was asked to come and give apologies for Senator

as she couldn't make it and then give kind

the things that we're doing in

of some of the bright sides of some

south central Los Angeles that deal

with gangs and

working with her office.
I work for an organization called Community Youth Gang Services that was founded in
1981.

We're the largest non-law enforcement or crime prevention agency in the state of

California.

We employ about 65 field staff people and about 15 support and secretarial

staff, as well.
Community
the

Youth Gang Services was

Philadelphia Plan,

where

modeled after a program

we employ ex-gang

model gang conflicts among their own peers.
of

Los Angeles and kind

problems

with

anticipate

that

of molded to fit

program

as

some of the problems

in Philadelphia called

members and street

The program was brought back to the County
the city structure and

from

listening

we experienced some

a community-based

organization, not

being able

we would have with

some of the staff

who weren't so

ex-gang members and who weren't willing to let go of the streets.
that

types to mediate

-- that

the

City of Norwalk

to

And I understand now

has introduced a

similar type

program.
But
type

we have since taken a new

approach to the problem and are

of person, but with some of the same intent.
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hiring a different

But we've taken on a five-component

strategy

and have

homicides
LASO

targeted

some of the

highest crime areas

where gang

are the highest -- those being the LAPD jurisdictions -- Southeast and 77th,

jurisdictions -- Lynwood and Lenox.

Newton

in the city

Division, Southwest -- we

And we have some areas of influence that are

also have the Rampart

area and the Harvard

Gateway

down at Harvard and Wilmington.
And we're finding, as Tony Ostos has mentioned -- and by the way, we do have a very
successful

model

of

Membership

that we have

community,

so

we

the

City
added

developed

of

Paramount

program

to our component.

But

component that

we call

a

the Alternatives
we saw a need

of Gang

to educate the

Parent-Teacher Education

or

Community Education and we have persons who go into schools, who go into social service
agencies,

state

agencies

employment

agencies,

who may come in contact with

health

service

agencies,

gangs or family of gang members

educate them on how to be sensitive when they go into a family.
a

cold response from this family.

some of the things you're saying.
sometime

will help

a

and other

related

and attempt to

And you may be getting

And maybe because of a color you're wearing.
It may be where your office is located.

counselor or

help

the service worker

Maybe

And so this

maybe be a

little more

understanding about what it is -- or the problems that they're having.
And

we also saw

community.
majority

a

need to implement a

component that would organize

men in the

As we attend many, many meetings late at night or even during the day, the
of persons you see

attending the meetings are

females or women or

And we were seeing a real absence of men in the community.

mothers.

So we, through a grant from

OCJP,

put together a program called One Hundred Men Plus, and the Plus meaning that we

can't

leave the women out of the community.

models

that are

absent,

to be the

But we

wanted to organize men to be ro e

positive mentors, to

come out and

support lc

-~l

activities, put on functions and activities in the parks, in the schools, to make areas
that have been public that are now seized by gangs -- to make them attractable and safe
and safe harbors for the rest of the community.
The

Hundred Men Plus has been

real successful in assisting some

of the local law

enforcement in closing down some rock houses and just closing up some gang hang-outs as
we

actually mobilize citizens who

even

during the

tendency

to

occurrence
about

day

watch

are afraid to come

in some areas,
television

in South Central.

in

or when they
their

bedroom

out of their homes

come home from
on the

at night or

work, they have

floor, which

is a

a

common

So this component has been real successful in organizing

250 men and women that we mobilize on a short notice to reclaim certain areas of

the community.
We
are
this

also have a graffiti component that employs young people -- young adults -- who

ready to make change in their

life or redirect their life.

But

at the same time

graffiti helps to cut down on rival gang conflicts as the gang -- or the graffiti
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often

has messages to the

possibility.
We

Once

we remove it, it

helps alleviate that

And we've been very successful with that graffiti program.

have implemented

people

rivals in it.

now a

for-profit graffiti

program that

also employs

young

-- some ex-gang members where state -- Caltrans funds for us to remove graffiti

from

the freeways.

We also

have a contract with

Rail

and others that are pending.

the Beaches and Harbors,

the

~~rtro

And we're able to provide employment to those youth

that we have contact with on the streets.
Once

we've made contact with these

employment
that

youths, we're finding that there

is a lack of

within the community -- a lack of employment education centers.

Youngsters

are offered even summer jobs don't know how to fill out applications, do not have

all

of the necessary identification to

that

are needed.

so

we offer the

fill out the -- make

the INS requirements now

job development component

that offers all

those

things to them.
One of the most important things that we do is our crime intervention workers.
this

is our core group of people we call our

areas

where gangs congregate

disputes.
street

and where they

Most of them have

difficult

Marines that are in vehicles that patrol
frequent and try

contacts with the majority

gangs in Los Angeles and we're having

And

to mediate rival

of some of the

gang

more violent

some individual successes, but it's very

with the number of rivalries within the community among the gangs to be able

to stop them all.
We've joined partnership with the L.A. Unified School District in Operation Stay In
School

Truancy

Sheriff's
during

Program,

and

Department pick up

school, bring

gang-related

them

or not.

this

is where

youth that appear
to a center

the Los

to be of

and then we

We put -- we get in touch

Angeles Police

Department and

school age that

assess them

are truant

whether they are

with their parents and the school and

try to determine what some of the problems are and try to solve them.
And
long

I'm going to be brief because I know the hour's getting late and I won't be as

as everyone else.

Even though

I did bring my family

with me.

I don't have

to

rush home like others.
CHAIRMAN
cut

GREEN:

Well, these to me,

are very important and you

noticed I haven't

off a speaker because the subject we're on -- even if I have to sit here until two

o'clock in the morning -- I want this in testimony for this Committee.
MR. TURLEY:

Well, that's beautiful.

Well, then I'll carry all the way on.

The one program that I mentioned and that's the Career Paths -- the Alternatives to
Gang
of

Membership -- the program that was modeled after
Paramount, which we first implemented

impacted
track

Tony Ostos' program in the City

in the Pasadena Unified School

about 5,000 students over a two and a

half-year period.

a number of those students from fourth grade
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District and

And we were able to

and there we implemented a special

a pilot to that program with the middle school
saw

that we definitely

older

brothers or

parents
other
all

had

youth in the seventh grade.

an impact with about

sisters

that were involved

who were involved in drugs

60 percent of them

in gangs and/or

or gangs as well.

We

components we have -- continue a hands-on with
the way up through the eighth grade if we could

But we

who were

had

drugs and/or who

try to -- with some

had

of the

them right from the fourth grade
with moat of them and saw a great

deal of success in that.
Our
that

summer youth employment

program

that has given us

age group 17 to 25 that most persons are writing off.

opportunities
between
often

to.

And that so

much -- it's often

the opportunity to employ
We're trying to offer some

said that persona or

gang members

that age, once they've been incarcerated, once they've been institutionalized,
cannot recover or will

not return and be

productive citizens.

And we

contend

that if you lock them up for 15 or 20 years, they won't be anymore productive when they
come

out.

commit.

And I'm not suggesting that we ignore
But I'm

hurricane
Works

saying

that some

can be reached.

them that are

And so we've offered --

has funded a program

adjacent

of

where we are cleaning

selling drugs when we recruited them.

of

And we

jail.

one out of

though
So

are
a

trying to give them

we've operated the program for

implemented also with that

Some have,

some areas

you know, been in and out

that we've had some

And

if we can

success in that, even
we've had 99

sl~ts.

20 to repeat in the program ea(h

same age group, a

adult

age category, which is supported
Rec and

resources
kicked

Rec and Park

to us, as

of the

going

City

well.

most

We had

usc,

on

bas~etball

league

as they support

a great deal

in that same young

of success with

County Park

it and are

the world that's

drive by everyday

and maybe --

providing

that program as

some opportunities to some young people

to come to

right there within
and don't even

we

their

think about

We were able to open up some of those doors with this recreation program

with the Intramural Recreation Department at

campus.

recreation-type program where

by LAPD and Sheriff's Department,

richest institutions in

that they just

there.

compete in a

and with

it off this year in giving

community

come

islands and medians and

We've had about

gotten rival gang members to

and

or the County Department of Public

three years, and each year

we've

one

that

So we feel we've had some success with that.

We've

and

the eye of

some career opportunities.

hundred, then I think

you figure just about 300 youth.

year.

caught up in

to freeways and we utilize youth that -- most of them have sold drugs or were

currently

reach

the violent crimes that some of them

usc

and get some young people on that

And we had to have a thousand law enforcement officers to let the gang members
campus,

but

we

did and

we broke

continuing the program next summer.
So we're having a lot of success.
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ground there

and they're

interested in

One
heard

thing, however, I haven't really
some people kind of go around it.

heard mentioned this evening.
And while we feel and very high

high on our program and our component and target area approach.
over

the

County

of

Los

Angeles and

now we've

I

think I've
we're very

As before, we were all

concentrated.

There

is a

lack of

resources.
You

heard Tony Ostos say that they had to

do some creative things within the city

to have some on-going program -- programs, and we've had to do the same and others have
had

to do the same.

And it's -- it's very frustrating that year after year we compete

with some of the same agencies for funding as it is a competitive bid that's set up for
funding.

And there.'s just not enough to go

around.

And there's not enough resources

to really impact the problem realistically.
If

we're

impacting

a hundred.

counties
going

talking

gang

members and

That's not realistic.

and other states

to get any

federal

70,000

better.

here our

And

government -- we need

is maybe

while other municipalities and other

are experiencing what
And I think unless

one organization

L.A. gangs are

all about, it's

the State urges more

some of those federal

not

support from the

dollars that are going

into law

enforcement to come into community-based programs.
You've

heard law enforcement say

enforcement
really
lot

time and time again

longer a law

problem and they can't do it without the community and the community can't

do it without the resources.

of persons don't

going

that it is no

Certainly we

realize, though, is

have the spirit of volunteerism.

how the economy

on in the communities relative to gangs and drugs.

of so much

A

affects what's

And persons who may have the

ability to offer some insight -- offer some direction to some of our youth, may have to
take

a job that would not give them the opportunity to offer themselves as mentors and

role models because of the way the economy is.
It

is not realized

social

that when you

talk about cutting

social service dollars

service programs that those programs provide employment.

people.

They provide

career

paths.

And

I

am a living

for

They provide jobs for

example of that.

I was a

construction worker before I got into this type of work and I took a substantial cut in
pay

to get involved in community-based programming

out

on the streets talking to my young people.

because I saw a need for

me to be

I said if I'm going to get the kind of

money back that I was making then, then it's going to be up to me to try to generate it
and

to do

all that

I can.

So I

made a

sacrifice and

there are

others who

make

sacrifices, but there are many out there who could benefit and who can contribute to us
coming up with some of the solutions to
CHAIRMAN

GREEN:

I think one

I've

been in Sacramento, it's

what

isn't funded.

And it's

(no overlap in tape -- testimony missing)

of the things we

been a budget battle

can do on this

every year of what

always one group against
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finances is, since
is funded and

another group because what

we

have
but

on the state level -- and I think we
we have a

problem

up there

education
that

thing called the
on

have to have some constraint on spending --

Gann limit and

programs like yours

and programs like

-- is even though we were to raise a

puts everybody in conflict with

state level right now.

the Gann limit

is giving us

some of these

all the
things in

tax, the State could not spend it.

each other.

And that's what's

So

happening on the

And I don't know -- I don't have an answer for it at this point

because the Gann limit was put there by the People and the People have to change it.
MR.
I

TURLEY:

If I could just add something else.

put many and many,

many dollars into the

I never really understood -- and

lottery each week and

I don't understand

what's happening with some of that money.
CHAIRMAN
certain
that

GREEN:

Well, the

percentage of it that

goes directly

running it.
MR.
larger

lottery was put

to

goes directly to schools.

prizes and a

People and there

was a

A certain percentage of

certain percentage of

that goes to

it

the cost of

And that was set by the law that put it there.

TURLEY:

And

it

than what it

percentage

there by the

is continually growing.

was originally expected.

goes to schools

and

I'm sure it's

A very, very,

a large percentage of

grown a great

very, very, very

it goes to directing

deal
small

it or to

running the operation.
CHAIRMAN GREEN:

No.

No, your percentages is eleven percent for the management and

advertising.
MR.

TURLEY:

And -- well, that's

a -- that's a large

percentage compared to what

the schools are getting.
CHAIRMAN GREEN:
MR.

TURLEY:

No, the schools are getting -- what?

What -- what -- in dollars, though.

I

Forty percent?
don't want -- I don't want

tJ

really debate it.
CHAIRMAN GREEN:
MR.

TURLEY:

contribute
South
High

Well, the schools are getting forty percent ..•
But

in

dollars,

to finding solutions to

Central or some high

they're not
the problem.

schools, we have a

getting anything
Okay?

If

in some areas

46 percent drop-out rate.

School, Manual High School has a 38 percent drop-out rate.

about a 42 percent drop-out rate.

that really

helps
like in

And Jordan

Locke High School has

We need to come up with some real creative solutions

to cut that off.
CHAIRMAN GREEN:
side

I have a bill up there that's stagnating right now on the Assembly

that I didn't get out of

figures

instead of

attendance.

the

the Committee last year, is changing

figures that you

And it would relieve about

work by in

the ADA to actual

your schools today

half of the personnel in

that -- for

the office and they

could get out there keeping those kids in school.
MR.

TURLEY:

Yeah, because they're not

-so-

getting the money because the

kids aren't

going to school.
CHAIRMAN

GREEN:

Watson's help.

Anyhow, maybe I'll get

that done this year.

Yeah,

with Senator

Be sure and talk to her about that bill.

Let's see -- next we have Gus Frias, Manager, Operation Safe Schools.
MR. GUS FRIAS:

Muy buenas noches, Senator Green.

CHAIRMAN GREEN: Gracias.
MR. FRIAS: ________________ (Spanish) ________________________________
in California.
To
be

begin my presentation, I'll let you know that a

translated into the many languages that

lot of what we're doing has to

our students, parents, administrators have

to deal with on a daily basis.
Today I come to you as a community organizer.
close
in

to 15 of my child ••. -- 15 of my

an area in L.A. we

been

childhood friends to the madness or growing up

call the Chicano Sicily.

killing each other since

I come to you as a person who's lost

Chicano

the early '20s when

Sicily because Chicanos have

you had a lot

of family vendettas

that were brought over across the border into what is known as East L.A. today.
I

also come to you

Department

as a Program Manager

of Education

of Operation Safe Schools,

Orange County Department

which is the

of Education's Crime

Prevention

Program funded by the Governor's Office of Criminal Justice Planning.
Before
we

were

I begin my presentation I do want to emphasize to you one thing.
forced

by

adult

tyrants

to

commit self-destruction.

As a kid,

These adults

oftentimes forced many children to pack weapons to school at a very early age.
know

that I talk to you from experience.

what

is in existence today.

that

And you

An experience that has taught me a lot about

What has been in existence yesterday.

And hopefully what

we can do to learn from those experiences and put forward something solid that can work
in the future.
I
What

received your letter and I'm going to address the points that this letter makes.
grade

levels

should

programs

concentrate

on?

I say

to you,

based on

our

educational experience, programs should target critical transition periods in a child's
development.
high;

In particular, from the third

and from junior high

to high school.

to the fourth; from elementary

to junior

Those

a child's

are critical periods in

development.
In
should

terms of curriculum, the same thing.

All curriculum should be incremental.

be age-appropriate, culturally relevant,

educational

frameworks.

our

educators need

and should be influxed

to be

trained on

how to

It

into the main
use all

this

information as part of the main framework, be it in the social sciences, in English, in
the languages, or even P.E.
Second

question, how widespread should gang intervention programs
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be?

SB 65 is a

bill
at

that was passed that addresses drop-out prevention.
different schools

that

targeted schools throughout the

something similar

California

to

Legislature

districts.

It provides outreach workers

SB 65 should

because

there

And again, not every

be passed by
is

such

a

state of California.

We feel

the California Senate

and the

dire need

single school is going

throughout the

school

to have an outreach

worker.

But I can guarantee you that every single school district can identify two, three, four
schools that they can assign these outreach workers to.
CHAIRMAN

GREEN:

certain areas.

MR. FRIAS:

what do we

find after we

do it in

I think that's what ...

•.. what 65 is actually doing •••

Yes.

CHAIRMAN GREEN:
MR. FRIAS:

Is to get a profile and find out will this work statewide?

That's part of it and that's what we would like to recommend.
are intervention programs the beat approach or is one-on7one counseling a

solution?

comprehensive
training,

targeted planned

Definitely.

CHAIRMAN GREEN:

better

65

Now, can we go statewide with it?

MR. FRIAS:

Thirdly,

SB

What we put forward

programs.

today is to let you

Comprehensive programs that address

student leadership development, and

comprehensive

know that what we need

is

teacher training, parent

inner agency team building.

program, what we'll have is just a short-term effort.

Without a

And oftentimes it

will be an effort where the right-hand doesn't know what the left-hand is doing.
Operation

Safe Schools is a program

comprehensive
teacher
when

program.

We offer

teacher training to

training is very, very important

would like your children labeled

Why?

And beyond that, a lot of

Spanky
gang
far
a

is.

Bottom line is, if we

districts.

as good gangsters?"

None of

them don't even know what a
They

~nd

lot of teache_a ·-

When the following question is:

and Our Gang is what a gang is.

It is a

you think that there are good

Because all of a sudden all they're thinking is my child.

it.

issues.

all the school

because I'll tell you, a

I ask a simple qUestion like, "How many of

You'd be surprised how many hands go up.
you

that addresses this type of

gan~,?

·

"How many of

their hands go up.

They're personalizing

gang is.

They think that

think that the Guardian Angels is what a

look at the California Penal Code,

and if we look as

back as the 1800s, a gang has been defined as a group of criminals -- very simply,
group of criminals that comes together for a particular purpose.

children

to be labeled as

criminals, particularly educators.

So

No one wants their
when we personalize

it, we take it a step beyond and we are addressing the problem directly.
Parent
presentation
PTA's

training --. the same

in Spanish because a lot of

meetings

problem

thing with parents.

do

not speak

child, be it an Asian kid,

any

Numerous

schools -- I began

the parents -- they show up

English.

They may
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to a lot of the

in particular,

be it a Spanish-speaking kid

my

the main

bottom line is, a

lot of times the presenters cannot communicate adequately in the Spanish or in whatever
the other foreign language may be.
Student

leadership development -- peers

helping peers.

It's of

the essence.

We

need to teach kids how to help each other and assist us.
What

we do at each of the targeted
Coun~y

Orange

committee
purpose

-- we

at the

begin by getting

school.

is to plan.

That

schools -- approximately 20 schools thrc- nout
the administrator to

advisory committee

Second purpose is to -- well,

put together an

serves four

purposes.

advisory
The

main

in the planning process, we get to

brainstorm the different concerns at the respective school setting.
Secondly,

after the planning,

we get to

implement whatever it

is we agreed

on.

Then we get to monitor.
And lastly, we get to evaluate -- collectively, as a we.
a

we.

If there

are

any shortcomings at that

Not you versus me, but as

school setting, the team

takes on the

responsibility of bearing whatever needs to be done and just continue going forward.
As
most

part of this, that team

the advisory committee -- identifies 15 to 25 of the

influential youth leaders in the school.

It is

very important that we work with

those kids and redirect their energies and put them on the right track.
The
kids
a

criteria we use in the selection of these kids

is that 50 percent of these 25

be high risk and 50 percent be low risk, therefore avoiding labeling the group as

goodie, goodie group or a baddie,

baddie group.

We have found it

to be very, very

effective because we label every kid as a leader.
And in the first session we have with them, we let them know what leadership means.
We

look

at

the

different

types of

leadership -

positive leadership

and negative

leadership, the criteria of both types of leadership, the consequences and expectations
of both types of leadership, and that to us is very important.
Beyond that, the second session we address the issue of patriotism.
under
of

attack by its enemies.

And these enemies today

drugs, gangs, and criminals.

not

We

consider themselves American.

junior

high, or high school

Guess what?
At
identity
When

Part of what

I come in front

Chicano?

front of you?
And

"How many

of you consider yourselves

American?"

Only the Caucasian hands go up.

problem with identity.
I do in training

of you, what do

Do you see a Hispanic?

kids oftentimes do

When I asked that question, again, from elementary,

The minority hands don't go up.

crisis.

are coming in the form or shape

need to understand that these

kids

the bottom of this lies a

our country is

you see?

A lot of

is I ask a
Do you

Do you see a Latino?

these kids have an

question from educators.

see a Mexican?

Do

you see a

What do you see when

I'm in

And how are you going to treat me based. on your perception of who I am?

the same thing can happen with an Asian.

Laotian, a Vietnamese?

What do you see?
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Do

you see a Chinese, a Japanese, a

Well, let me tell you.
term

A lot of our kids are very confused.

Latino to apply to anybody who's brown.

The

home boys

in

Nevada use a

But

in the home,

you better not

use

You are a Mexican.
He is an American and as an

he's got rights and there are expectations that come with being an American.

are roles.

kids.
As

And

nobody takes the time to call that kid American.

American,
There

United States government uses Hispanic.

term Chicano.

Chicano because mommy will get on your butt.

The L.A. Times uses a

There

are responsibilities.

That

It is essential that we do this with the

far as we're concerned, oftentimes

this is America.

is part of

what we do

with the

kids because no one else is doing it.

it's taken for granted.

They should know better, you know.

All

they know -- hey,

They're here and they should know

what's expected of them.
What

we're saying

clarify.

is

that the kids

do not know,

A lot of this is value clarification.

providing

the

direction

based

on

the

therefore we take

the time to

But beyond that, a lot of this is also

consequences

and expectations

of being

an

the state

of

American.
The

other

area

that's

very

important

is

training.

Throughout

California I see a lot of individuals out there addressing the issue of gangs that have
not

been through comprehensive training.

very

recklessly.

As a result, a lot of them use the word gang

You know how easy it is to label

a kid as a gangster?

Just because

he walks like a duck and talks like a duck and he combs his hair back and he looks like
a duck.

Therefore, boom!

I'm
who

Label him as a duck.

here to tell you that part of our responsibility is to train those individ11als

are well-intentioned.

They have the

will, but they do not

have the skill.

it a

part of our responsibility to prevent them from getting killed.
A

lot of

University
together

what

we do, in

of California at

particular through a

class that we're

Irvine, entitled "Gang

teaching at the

School for Educators."

law enforcement officers and teachers and together

We bring

we discuss issues such as

crisis management.
You're
student

a new teacher in a school setting.

has a gun.

What do you?

tell

you anything about that.

911.

Well, how do you do it?

to

get the proper response?

the

response is not

office.
So

You're a brand new teacher and the curriculum didn't
There's crisis in the

Where is the phone?
We

to the school

as a result, what

school.

What do you

setting.

The response

we're doing in numerous

a

crisis plan

of
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Dial

when you dial 911,

is to the

Who suffers?

school district

We all suffer.

of our schools in

Orange County is

to develop solid crisis management -- solid crisis plans of action.

again, developing

do?

And if you dial 911 are you going

have found that numerous schools,

When that happens, time is of the essence.

assisting
this,

Student walks up to you and tells you a

action, we're bringing

Through

educators and law

enforcement

together

prevention.
believe
the

to

develop preventative

Prevention.

We

believe

strategies.

that we should

And

that is

work with law

that we should work with community and business

the key

enforcement.

and clergy and all that.

We
But

bottom line is, when we are in the schools, we have to develop the best strategies

using those resources to address the issue of prevention.
I'll name you just a very simple
school

is located

fence

in

a gang-plagued environment.

and put graffiti

whatever
them,

simple case that happened in Orange County.

all over the

school.

Everyday the kids

They vandalize

The

jump over the

the school and

they do

they want with the school because to them, that is the school that belongs to

the gang.

All the

surroundings of the school

there's nothing but

graffiti

around the school.
So
the

the principal, at first, decides to take on

first thing he does is every Monday they

office

to

functional.
They

fix

the

windows

The

principal

When they leave

directed

A

at the

is threatened by

We're going to kill you.

type

whatever they

They call the district

have to

the kids come

do to

in and they

principal.

And it comes

the local thugs.

school

do their thing

This is our school.

and

of issue.

And the

kill you.

worst thing that they can

versus

those thugs.

influencing

our children.

And

How are

with the assistance

resources -- we're going to know who they are.
Probation.

Probation is going

wait.

do is to make it

a one-on-one

So the first thing that we
Because we have to

we going to do

that?

Well, law

those negative adults that are
of parents, educators,

community

Those are cops.

to find out

kind of specialized probation exists

Just

these type of cases, don't know

It's not the principal versus those thugs.

it the community

point where the

There is nothing you can do about it."

lot of our administrators, when confronted with

to address it.

up to a

"We're going to

enforcement is going to assist to target those adults

What

make the

Security guards go there.

do when we are called to address this issue is put together a team.
make

And

keep getting worse and worse, up to a point where now the graffiti is personal.

graffiti is

how

do

paint the walls.

As things get worse, they hire security guards.

do their time.

things

and

-- on the problem by himself.

who in that

in that area?

area is on

Who's on

their files.

probation and what

kind of terms and conditions exist in the books regarding those kids?
so the goal is to remove some of those individuals that are very hard-core and they
are

very negative.

When you remove them,

you create voids.

It is at

that time that

the community resources -- through clergy, through community agencies, through schools,
through

parents

we come in and we fill that void.

together to make it work.
the walls.
persons

We clean up the walls.

And guess what?

We get the city involved to clean up

We get the city to pass ordinances that address graffiti.

to come in

and creatively assist

to solve the
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Everybody works

issue.

We get different

And the

principal --

guess

what?

He feels good now because

if he has to take punches,

he's going to take

them collectively.
This

is just

a

simple case that

shows you interagency

cooperation in terms

of

addressing this type of madness in our communities.
John
Orange

Conley, who's

our

Chairperson of our

Inner Agency Gang

County Youth Gang Action Committee -- already

that we've done.
To

Task Force

talked about some of the efforts

But I'm just going to reinforce a lot of what he said.
As an administrator, confronting gang

begin with., school policy is essential.

issues that oftentimes are not clear-cut, black and white -- I need help.
with

this kid who walked

tattoo

with a swastika?

to his shoulders.
Do

I use

the

into my school and

half his head is

On the other half he's got

shaved and he's got

a

long hair coming all the way down

And he's got a funny walk and he stinks.

is the dress code

What do I do

How do I address that kid?

broad enough so that I can address

this and claim that

this type of behavior is disruptive to the school climate?
A

lot of educators are

they'll

sweep it

under

not willing to take

the rug because

the initiative to do

in their terms

that.

and the way

Instead,

they think, any

administrator that admits that they have a problem in the school, there is a perception
that

they are bad administrators.

So therefore, "Hey, I

don't want to admit

that I

have any problems in·my school, because if I do, it's going to come from the top.
going

to come from my peers.

bad administrator.

And before you know it, I'm going to be stigmatized as a

I don't want to do that."

But these administrators need assistance.
ever

It's

They need resources.

And I'll tell vou,

since Operation Safe Schools came into existence, the phone just keeps on ri .yi'1

and

ringing and ringing.

And

it's of great satisfaction

to us because every

sir.;~~

They had just killed his son.

And he

phone call is different.
Last
wanted

week I got one from a mourning parent.
some help.

"I don't know what to do, Mr. Frias, you know.

I~ve

-- I've got 30

other home boys here and they're about to go back and kill."
When
to

someone knows that resources exist and when you have specialists who know how

address those types of issues, let me tell you,

was

growing up.

comprehensive,
as a volunteer.
cared.

Because

when I was

we've come a long way since when I

growing up, there

educational programs in the schools.
Volunteer.

Not getting paid.

was no such

thing as solid,

I spent over ten years of my life

Addressing this issue.

Why?

Because I

And those kids out there-- they needed me to come up and tell them, "I care."

And I didn't see any boundaries.
I

organized in East L.A.

I organized in West

organized

in Frespo.

I organized in Bakersfield.

it.

The bottom

line

name

is -- we're brothers
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L.A.
I

I organized in

Stockton.

organized in Orange County.

and sisters and we

I
You

have to learn to

treat each other as such.
Volunteerism
money
is

there.

is of the essence.

More money.

More money.

solid committed volunteers.

people
time,

While everybody's up there
More money."

But I'll tell you this.

who are going to volunteer because it's a
I'll

volunteer

tell
per

you --

just look

victimized

Well,

at all

family.

You

I say to you what we need

There's going to be very few

dangerous type of work.

the victims

will

saying, "Money here,

have

in L.A.

some

solid

But

County

this
just one

commitment.

These

individuals will be a great resource that we can use to impact the problem, not only in
L.A.

County, but in other

counties that look up

to what's happening in

L.A. County.

Policy is very, very important.
Another
Enforcement

big issue is the Street Terrorism Act.

As you know, the Street Terrorism

and Prevention

used by numerous

Act

is currently being

agencies to address the problem of gangs.

law enforcement

We have taken a step beyond that and we have

addressed this particular act in a preventative fashion.
First

thing

we

want

to

do

is

make the

parents aware

that this

act exists.

Translate it into Spanish and Vietnamese and all these languages and let them know that
this act exists and that they as parents -- if they encourage their kids to become gang
members, can and may be liable under this particular law.
a

lot of parents that are opening up their eyes.

we

can point to California Penal Code and use

Now all of a sudden you have

Saying, "Wow."

Now all of a sudden

it to impact those parents.

But beyond

that, to impact the -- the kids.
A

lot of kids -- a lot of kids, let's face it, when they're seduced to join gangs,

the gangsters don't come out with a gun and tell them you better join my gang.
The

gangsters come up with, "Hey, Homey, how you doing?

fun?

You want to part of the family?

You want .. ?"

lot of different ways of pleasing the kids needs.
point

them.

Those cases do exist.

Man, you want to go have some

They offer a lot of seduction.

A

They don't come out with weapons and

Those are exceptions.

time

they will lure them with money.

They will

them

with cars.

with jewelry.

They will lure them

No way.

Because the majority of the

lure them with women.
You name it.

The

They will lure
bottom line is

that kids will be lured to join gangs.
The Street Terrorism Act is very, very important.
level

we

can

effectively.
understand
this

use

it

in

our

We are particularly

schools.

We

We feel that at the preventative

are training

doing whatever we

educators how

can to make

to use

sure that the

it
kids

that if they join a gang, they go to jail -- or they could go to jail under

particular

law.

This is

one law

that we

can use

and we

are doing

it very

effectively.
In the elementary schools, when the kids take it home -- they take it home in their
respective

language -- be it Spanish or English or
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whatever -- and they have to bring

back

a tear-off where the parent

law means.

signs stating that the parent

understands what this

Stating that the parent understands what his or her responsibilities are in

addressing the issue of gangs.
The
you,

most important aspect of what

growing up

attitude.

in

that part of

we do and based on

town in L.A.,

We saw the cops as another gang.

we had a

my friends said, "Bull,

We're

not going to run."

we're not doing anything

And guess what?

I'll tell

very negative, anti-police

And when the cops came, everybody ran.

didn't know why we ran, but, "Hey, run, here they come."
and

my experience ...

We

So there came the time when I
wrong.

Nothing happened.

This is our

community.

But the adults that were

doing drugs, the adults that were caught up with negative thoughts and negative acts
they

did run

and

we learned a

lot about that,

up to a

point where numerous

of my

friends joined law enforcement.
I

worked for the Los

Angeles Police Department for

three years before I

this position for the Orange County Department of Education.
I

have approximately 30 home boys that are cops

took on

And I'm proud to say that

-- law enforcement officers.

We call

each other "Home Boys in Blue" because we know what's happening and no one can fool us.
When

it comes

dealing

down

to dealing with

with Asian gangsters or any other type of

how to address them.
So
down

it comes down

cooperation,
educator,

to

gangsters, let me tell you, we know

And that's a resource unto itself that needs to be fostered.

the key to all this, based on experience, is interagency cooperation.
those myths.

look

Mexican-Mafia gangsters, when

Breaking down those

we're not talking about a

a church representative,

barriers.

And when we talk

about interagency

cop representing a law enforcement

a business deal,

or whatever, coming

at each other, to smile at each other for one month -- once a month.
"How you doing, Sam?"

nice speaking to you, too.

"How you doing, Joe?"

Breaking

agency, an
togeth

You come

"Well, nice speaking to you."

And, well, how's the wife?

hour is gone and, "Hey, I got to get going, Man.

~

And how are the kids?"

·

Q

cJ

"Well,
And one

You know, just keep me updated.

Talk

to you later."
Interagency
recommend

cooperation.

That's

what a

lot of

such as search and seizure in a school.

search

the purse of that student?

have the right to search that car?
enforcement,

Educators,

what

do

you

Hey,

Discuss the issues.
think

of

this

Issues.

What

I

Simple

you know, do I have the right to

Do I have the right

what do you think of this case?

hypothetical.
a

do.

to you, Senator, is number one, persuade them to address the issues.

issues

Law

interagency groups

to search that locker?

Do

I

The pros and cons.
case?

Well, blah,

blah, blah.

Drive-by shootings.

Use it as a

A hypothetical where law enforcement will tell us what they would do if

drive-by shooting occurs in front

of a school.

they are caught up in a drive-by shooting.

What they

expect from educators if

There are standard operating procedures and
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policies
The

regarding what to do

in case of a

same thing with educators.

you

management.
he's

come

together

And then

vice versa.

What are your standard operating procedures?

your policies regarding drive-by shootings?
When

drive-by shooting.

as

an

What are

What do you do?

interagency

group, address

issues --

Don't just share information on-- "Oh, you know, I've got Junior

a gangster and -- how many more gangsters do

you have?"

conflict
he_~

and

And before you hnow it,

what we're doing is just keeping a tally.
I

say to you, prevention is where it's

are

many things that

brought
to

I would like

at through interagency cooperation.

to share with

you, but rather

with me some documents that I want to leave

with you.

you that the Orange County Department of Education

Office
gang

of Criminal Justice

Planning

putting

As a result, we are

because,

have

I do want to emphasize

-- statewide repository of
in the process right now of

together solid, comprehensive, model curriculum that

the California Legislature in the near future.

than that, I

received a solid grant from the

to be the repository

violence prevention curriculum.

There

we will be presenting to

This curriculum is very, very important

again, if you look at what's out there right now, you have a lot of different

approaches.
And
anyone

there are three things I
comes in

front

counterproductive.
membership.

.
the

to

The kids do not

talk about gangs

Its color is red.

need anyone to talk

taste, so please do not

It's round.
taste it.

regarding curriculum.

or drugs, information

I liken that to a little piece of candy.

shape.

sour

of kids

would like to leave you

alone is

them about the ABCs

of gang

It's a piece of candy.

Look at

It tastes as

The kids are

When

good, but then it leaves

looking at that.

The kids

a
are

tempted with the curiosity to taste that piece of candy.
Educators
big

oftentin~s

like to show a little boy -- third grader -- dressed up with a

bandanna telling the audience, "I am

a gangster.

Look at me.

I

am a gangster."

Then the other person that's in the picture says, "No, you're not a gangster.
wanna

be gangster."

gangster.

And that little youngster responds, "No,

I am a gangster."

"Gangs are no good, kids."
to

bed.

through
are

Guess what?

one ear, came out the other.

Words versus pictures.
picture.

"Gangs are

bandannas and a lot

the

mirror there.

(?)

we call it.

The

kids do this in private and before you

"Hey, Man,

alone is counterproductive.
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That kid's going to go

The teacher's words?

You

Went in

Next week, the kids

of them are not

going to do it

The door is locked.

the bandanna and they're
here you go, Homey.

and the teacher says,

no good, kids."

They're going to do it behind closed doors.
They've go

Man, I'm not a wannabe

you turn the TV set off

He's going to be thinking about that

over here emulating with

public.

And then

You're a

practicing.

in

They've got

"Navario stroll"

know, come on down, you

know it, they take it public.

know."

Information

Second
little
kid

-- second key point:

boy selling drugs.

is assassinated.

The use of scare tactics.

He's a member

at that and saying, "You

stupid.

But I am not stupid.

You

of some type of gang.

He's all slaughtered.

looking

Hey, you know, here's this
The

next picture the

Well, you know, you have

know, stupid kid.

That's what

all these kids

happens when you're

That's not going to happen to me."

have this mentality of kids that have

been socialized -- have been socialized

in

particular by the media to not react to someone getting killed because the majority

of

them were exposed to

Think
to

murder.

Were exposed to

back in our own personal experience

that concept of death.

felt

(no overlap

That first time was scary.

it felt frightening

disappears.

someone dying at a
on tape)

when we were exposed

Oh, I'll tell you this, Man, it

because we're introduced to

that nothing. (?)

where

reinforcements, subsequent visuals got rid

it makes the kid

someone

dying and

feel like an insensitive,

just

kick him

whatever that comes to the mind.
Third
lot

area:

others

I got shot here.

The

is that a

good."

and a

responsibility to teach

in front the students, you're putting
Be it an ex-drug addict

I got shot there.

or an ex-gang

"You know what, I grew up in that

My momma got murdered.

And then,

My dadd. 9' t

towards the end, "Gangs are r,J

The kids

are tripping on that.

lot of these

the criminal

individuals -- so-called

justice

system.

The kid

And you know the
ex -- sooner

who comes in

worst part of

or later end

and

"Drugs

up

are no

A week later, he's out there all torn apart on PCP or on cocaine or on crack

whatever

it may be.

The bottom line is the kids see that hypocrisy.

hypocrisy, guess what?

going

coward, loser" or

Please stay out of them."

kids laugh.

rejoining

kids

line.

Blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah."

good, kids.

Weak,

a point
will see

Oh, I tell you, that is an area

They come in front and they tell the kids,

shot.

this

the way.

And we, as educators, have a

we're putting our reputations on the

madness.

of that feeling, up to

Scare tactics alone cannot work.

that whenever you bring someone in class

member.

person

Subsequent killing,

callous person because he

"Get out of

The use of ex-gang members.

of people are using a lot.

A

as we understand it.

He or she is not coming back ever

That kid was impacted sometime -- sometime in his or her life.
subsequent

very early age.

to throw it back at

They are going to
us.

Ex -- the use

And when we show

multiply it a hundred-fold and they're
of ex-gang members, the use

of ex-drug

addicts in a classroom alone is counterproductive.
What
What
the
show

works?

What,

in

terms of curriculum,

I say to you, if you want to use
issue of the day.

in terms of

ex-gang members, don't make that ex-gang member

Show the other alternative.

the other alternative.

approaches, what works?

If you really want

to use that,

That kid who grew up in that madness, but never joined it

and make that kid the issue.
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Again, what I'm exposing to you right now is information that a lot of educators do
not

have.

As

a result,

they fall

into a

lot of

social trappings.

oftentimes, they create their -- they create their own traps.
is

teaching them how to overcome basics.

their

way.

educators
the

it

things like

not

the kid

who throws

a finger

He's just there,

A lot of times the

"Get out of my class.

Part of what we're doing

at the

never taught me how to deal

saying any words.

at the teacher.

result,

How to overcome basic obstacles that come in

brand new teachers and they

little kid's

finger
it,

Simple

As a

teacher.

Our

with that.

And

sitting down, throwing

teacher gets all excited.

Get out of my class."

a

Before you know

And the kid's laughing.

If you tape

and you play that tape in front of a judge and a jury, they're not going to see the

finger.

All they're going to hear is the teacher reacting emotionally and getting out

of hand.
our

educators

training.

need

assistance.

They

need

training.

Effective comprehensive

And what we're trying to do through the Gangs School for Educators class at

the

University of California, Irvine is to put together a solid curriculum that we can

use

to

persuade

requirement

a university

out of this class.

system so
And

that the

universities can

anyone who wants to be

a class that

can

assist them -- that

a

a teacher in California's

classrooms -- California's schools today or in the near future
take

start making

should be required to

can prepare them to

address the dreadful

realities that exist out there.
Lastly,

I guess, I'll just leave you

with a famous quote or whatever

-- the book

entitled, What I Learned -- The Best Things I Learned I Learned in Kindergarten:
we

go out in traffic, when

hands and stick together."
CHAIRMAN

GREEN:

We

we go out there and

face a madness, let us

Thank you, very much, Senator.
have

Stan Hanstad, Director

"When

learn to hold

(applause)

of Public --

Pupil and Support

Services, Downey Unified School District.
MR.
for

asking us to come

kind
we

STAN HANSTAD:

Senator Green, Members of the
here tonight.

I brought

Committee, I'd like to thank you

some partners with me

tonight.

It's

of the theme of tonight -- we hear a lot about teamwork and in the City of Downey
have developed

dependency

what

I feel is

a very important

between our various factions

teamwork -- interagent,

of our community and

kind of

I brought them here

to

give some testimony, as well.
As

I said before, in our

history,
years.

first of all.

in the community of Downey, let

Downey has been somewhat

of. a conservative community over the

It was an upper middle-class area and over the last seven years we've seen some

changes

in Downey.

Our population has changed.

We started

to see the writing on the

walls, as I should say, we had -- started to see graffiti pop up.
gang

me give you a little

insignias around our community, and we started
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We saw many slogans,

to see the increased drug traffic

as well.
In
Many
to

our schools, we saw many indicators of pre-gang activities starting to surface.
students started to show up with tattoos

dress in the tradition of gang attire or

throughout our communities.
it

was kind

of a

on our campuses.

Many students started

colors and gang rumors started to surface

And for our community and many communities such as Downey,

unique experience.

Because of

that unique

experience, our

city

council and school districts have, at this time, put out at least $400,000 a year for a
community that really doesn't have a problem as a lot of people thought it had.
For
hired

instance, the City of Downey a couple of

years ago, through the City Council,

two gang detectives as a gang detail and we

have

now have a supervisor, as well.

one of the gang detectives and the supervisor here tonight.

We

We set up a graffiti

removal program as a part of the problem to try to take care of our problem.
In
high

our school system, we were
school and middle school.

device.

We recently

hired

forced to employ campus security

We've increased

a pupil

services

personnel at each

our walkie-talkies as a communication
specialist -- a

person who is

community tracking gang activities and some other issues related to gangs.
had

to

employ

weekend

security

personnel.

And

we've attempted

in our

We recently

to increase

our

educational programs for students at-risk to try to deal with some of our issues.
So

far with the relationship we've set up with the Downey Police Department -- the

training
hours

they've received -- the officers

of training.

and the gang detail have

So Downey -- as you see,

received over 500

Downey has been a changing community and

we've done a lot to try to deal with those issues.
The thing I'd like to stress here-- the community and the school district has oefn
and Downey's not unique as
Gangs

have

community.

created

to other districts.

a tremendous

burden.

We're like

Tremendous

all other

burden on

Our City Council, our school district in the

communiti~s.

budgets within

the

City of Downey and all other

districts -- Norwalk, no different -- Paramount, whatever -- put a lot of their budgets
into that.
Today
have

Money is a real serious factor.

in education, there's not enough money to go

these problems of gangs.

dollar
of

So money is a factor.

We have these problems

around.

We all hear that.

of related issues.

And

We

every

we spend on gangs, every dollar we spend on these other issues, takes money out

the educational

process

of teaching the

kids the curriculum

of the state.

OUr

teachers deserve tremendous support and -- and actually a lot of thanks for the dealing
with

these kids.

earlier.
owe

Because

they're the ones

Lee said it earlier.

them a lot of credit for

have.
At

Our teachers

that are out

there everyday, as

are the ones on the firing

what they've done.

They have to

we said

lines and we

make do with what they

I'm not here today to talk about the educational budget, but it's all related.
this time -- so what I'm going

to do at this time -- I'd
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like to turn part of

the

program

membership

over

to Detective

and what joining a

Randy Patrick

who will

address the

gang actually entails, especially

issues of

as we see it

gang
in the

community of Downey.
DETECTIVE
with

RANDY PATRICK:

Good evening.

traditionally Hispanic gangs.

surprisingly early age.
claim

In

Membership

the City of Downey we

in these particular gangs

begiL- at a

It's not uncommon for us on our detail to contact children who

allegiance to a particular gang at the age of 12 or 13 years of age.

than not, these children are second and third generation gang members.
the

primarily deal

parents of these

into

children,

the gang culture.

families

we often find that

In other cases we find

or dysfunctional families

More often

When we contact

they themselves are indoctrinated

that we are dealing with single parent

where either one

or both of

the parents are

not

capable of providing proper support and direction for their children.
Gang

membership

members.
the

usually

begins

with

a

simple

From this early association, the children

gang culture.

The rapid developed

association with

existing gang

are themselves indoctrinated into

or they rapidly develop

a complete lack of

respect for all authority figures and this defiance leads to a disruption of the normal
process

of growing up,

obtaining

an education, and the

development of proper social

skills.
At
the

the ages of 14 and 15

we find that these young gang

point that they are a major disruptive problem

Vandalisms,

assaults,

thefts,

weapon

members have developed to

at the schools and on the streets.

violations,

and

assorted

alcohol

and

drug

violations can be associated with gang members at this age, both on the streets and the
school campus.
Our

goal in Downey is to break this c'ycle.

they reach middle school.

We need to reach these children before

We need to provide positive contacts with members of the law

enforcement community at the earliest possible stages.
Now

we currently work with the

conjunction

with our drug awareness

children at the fifth and
program.

I think we

seventh grade levels in

need to expand that,

start

earlier, and we need to track not only the kids who are obvious gang members or hanging
out

on the street who

claim gang affiliation, but

maybe some of those

kids at-risk.

Spend a little more time with them and work with the educators in a positive atmosphere
to try and make sure that they don't fall through the cracks.
In
remove

conjunction with this, I

feel that we in

the more violent and influential

hard-core

law enforcement need the

members of the gang from

gang members create problems all out of

violent repeat offender.s surface at an early age

ability to

the streets.

These

proportion to their numbers.

These

again, when they're juveniles -- 16

and 17 years old.
We have found that generally a very few members of any particular gang are involved
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in

the organization and direction of their respective

gang.

In addition to providing

direction

within the gang, these hard-core gang members provide a tremendous amount of

negative

peer pressure that often prevents us from channeling the young associate gang

members
They

into more positive activities.

We spend two,

are in that environment week after

who

three hours with a gang member.

week and what do they see?

They see the guy

was arrested on the drive-by shooting, for dealing narcotics, or fighting a police

officer.
quote,

He's their role model.

He

went to court.

unquote, and he's back there on the street.

He received

a "tough sentence,"

So it really enforces to them that

there is nothing for them to worry about.
In
to

addition to this, we need to provide more effective programs and an alternative

gang membership.

these

These

children off

constructive

children are crying

the streets

activities

so

them with

and provide

they

will

out for direction.

at

least

proper role

have

the

We need to

draw

models and

more

chance to

develop into

well-educated, functioning young adults.
In closing, I would like to re-emphasize the need for us to work together as a team
law enforcement, the
Gangs

community and my

sergeant will explain

Out of Downey -- and with members of the

school.

the good program

We in law enforcement need to

work closely and cooperatively with our schools in an effort to break the cycle of gang
membership

and

responsibility

gang

violence.

We

need

to

in these children before they

instill

a

sense

of

pride, respect,

become so firmly entrenched in

the gang

culture.
But,
presence
message
streets.
But

again, to

accomplish

on the school campuses and on
that gang

violence

resources and we

the streets.

will not be

so that

HANSTAD:

hopefully

Program)

for

a

we can

at

school campuses or

of last year,
state grant.

Grant and the

least slow down

of other areas.

with

~~

the revolving door

that our

Because of our concern in Downey, not long ago,

we cooperatively with
It was

called a

purpose of this

the Downey Police

GRIPP (Gang

grant was to

Downey did not get the grant because we did

But

on

sentences that the gang members will

Department,

Risk Intervention

set up educational

programs within the community to deal with the issues of gangs.
of

~e- ~

provide a

Thank you.

Find my notes here.

fact in April

applied

our

We need to enforce our existing laws and I think we have plenty of good ones.

current system has become.
MR.

need to increase

We also need to

tolerated on our

more than anything else, impose the types of

respect,

in

this, we need

Pilot

programs or

Unfortunately the City

not have the crime statistics as a lot

And I'm not taking away from the other areas.

Those areas need money.

cities like Downey, Norwalk, the surrounding areas need money,as well, to deal

the issues because money is tight.

some of the issues in our community.

We had set up a program we felt might address

But we had no money to deal with it.
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Something very interesting happened because of our lack of achieving the funds.
fact,

it was very positive.

what

are you going to do now?"

City

of Downey, which really -- we can't rely

to

A lot of people said, "You didn't get the funds, you know,
We got together and we formulated

look inside first, as we've

problem

of

gangs

or

any

In

a committee in the

on money from outside sources.

heard tonight from other speakers.

other issues

within your

We have

You can't "" . ve a

community unless

you get

your

community behind the problem.
We

set up a

Board

committee

of City Council members

- key people in

our community -~ervice

of Education members who were concerned, civic leaders, business owners,

club presidents, and the PTA Presidents, as well.
real good committee.
GOOD

And we named ourself GOOD.

GOOD stands for Gangs out of Downey.

Committee the better I felt about it because we

We had a

And the more I met with the

had a community effort to try to

rid ourselves of gangs and set up programs that would deal with our own community as we
saw

best.

We didn't

other people.
Because

need

to rely on state

regulations.

We didn't need

to rely on

We needed to look at ourself.
of our GOOD Committee --

we've been in operation about

three months now,

actively,

because of the summer vacation.

to

OUr goal this year is a hundred thousand dollars to deal with the gang issue

date.

The GOOD

Committee has raised over $20,000

within our community, and in a few minutes I'll explain what the money will go for.
have

put out over

school

district,

everyday.
it.

a hundred hours
by

the law

of training sessions

enforcement and

within our community

the experts

who deal

with the

We
our

gangs

So we're providing some in-service to our teachers, our staffs, and we need

As Gus said earlier, we need to educate our teachers about the issues.
We

als.o have a program and, in fact, it's just

the

City of Downey will get a flier that

out

of Downey and an awareness of what we need

child.
the

going out -- every school child in

talks about the GOOD message.

Keeping gangs

to see in our community.

Every school

Our community, as well, is possibly sending fliers in all the water bills about

GOOD message.

community.

We

have a community effort here and we're going to work on it as a

So a lot of positive things have been happening because of that.

And another positive thing happened because of our failure to receive funding.

And

all these -- all these positive things happened because we couldn't get the money.

But

we developed a program.
Part
would
issues

of the grant procedure

help your
of some

Paramount

Plan.

community.
of

was to develop a

We developed

the others we
We

incorporated

an

we heard
a

school program that you

extensive program that
tonight.

connection with

grade DARE Programs.

So what a natural marriage.
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some of the

Program because,

Detective Patrick said, we have the DARE in process in our district.
seventh

dealt with the

We incorporated
the DARE

would feel

as

We have fifth and

Drugs and gangs go hand in

hand.

So we developed that connection there.

We have a long way to go.

In our program, we, -- as other speakers said today, we have a lot of areas we must
address.

We

curriculum
areas

need

to get

the message

to our

where community meetings are held

with our community.

And

parents.

We

have it

within the gang -- gang

those meetings are similar

set up

areas and other

to the Neighborhood Watch

Programs that have been effective in a lot of areas throughout the state.
have

eyes in our community to let

us know and tell us when

in our

We wanted to

things were happening out

there.
The
been

GOOD Committee set up a gang hot-line.

very effective.

town.

The

community knows the

And when people have any

activities

We

now have a gang hat-line which has

number.

We have

problems or concerns or questions

or drug traffic or anything related to those

hot-line which is directed right

into the Gang Detail at

It's

not going

It's going to

Police

an answer phone.

Department is committed to try to

about gang or gang

issues, they now know to call

that

to

it plastered around

the Police Department.

the Police Department.

answer those questions.

So we see

And our
a lot of

positive things happening in our community.
Our
of

curriculum -- also -- set up programs -- we

all, we felt that we

once

a child or it's

feel it is important for -- first

needed to reach the children
a person is in the

gang.

at a young age.

It's too late.

It's

too late

We need to get them

before their attitudes are set in concrete.
We
takes

have a program

that

is a follow through.

a kid in fifth or sixth

We can't just have

or seventh grade and stops.

We

a program that

have to have follow-up

programs in the high schools and on and on to deal with the issues.
In the high schools we set up programs that will talk about recreation programs 4uC
these
and

kids because we have to do something with
-- or

job

placements for high

their free time.

school students was

Job training skills

recommended in the

program.

Career exploration in middle school was also recommended.
And,

again, in the summer times we have it

set up where students at-risk would be

involved with law enforcement and community services dealing on a positive use of their
free time.

Because we find the students that have free time are the ones that have the

biggest problems.
Tonight
these

we heard a lot of

kids who have been expelled.

administrator,
in

concern and questions about alternative

school, you

Therefore,
campuses,

We have to look at the school point -- as a school

so many of these kids who are involved
have

you have

to get them
to get

off the campus.

them off

like was told earlier,

placements for

with gangs create so much havoc
They commit expellable

the campuses.

they were roaming the

alternate programs for these students who are expelled.
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But once
streets.

we get

offenses.

them off

There are not

the
many

We
you

say, "Go to another school district and find a school that will take you.

come--

That's

when

you come

back

with grades, you

can get back

When

into the district."

not realistic because other school districts do not want to take these students

because they cause problems.
So

something

Number
that

the

State could

do --

some recommendations

one, provide funding to help areas that don't
are starting to see them.

If we don't

I see

are imp<.• ant:

have severe gang problems yet --

deal with them now, someday they're going

to have severe problems and it's going to be tough to deal with it.
Number
those

two, provide alternative

educational programs and

programs for the students who have been expelled.

because

funding sources to

get

It's very critical we do that

once they're on the streets, they're getting into more and more troubles.

But

we have to keep them out of the schools.
And I think, basically, that's it.
I've

Any help that -- Senator Green, I appreciate --

had a lot of dialogue with Senator Green.

appreciate
regards

the efforts

to

the

you had

school

today --

districts

I'm not campaigning or anything, but I

tonight

and gangs

and everything

and we

need your

you've done

support and

in

we need

continued support from Sacramento in regards to these issues.
That's
member.

not the end of my topic

MR. HANS TAD:
CHAIRMAN

had

over to my last team

I have •••

CHAIRMAN GREEN:

~s

because I'm going to turn it

But before you leave, I want to ask a question because ..•

Sure.

GREEN:

I'll break in at this point.

money and that Downey is raising their own
Mary Weaver here

schools

in the

Grant.

Have

from the Department

state
you

have asked for

And one of the things that you said

money.

And earlier in our testimony we

of Education.

matching money on

done that?

Because your

Well,

recall correctly,

She

testified that only

48

School Safety Implementation

$20,000 could

be $40,000

with just

an

application.
MR.
$5,000.

HANSTAD:

the State

hate

HANSTAD:

Right.

This is not a cop out, but, so often, what you have to do to

up programs -- there's so much red tape.
to

say

complaining

it in

Another

those terms.

about all the red tape.

accountability.

here

are for

Well, it wasn't quite like I understood what she said.

get the $5,000 costs you more than $5,000 to get the money.
set

matching grants

And, unfortunately, you know I'm not going to ..•

CHAIRMAN GREE_N:
MR.

if I

It's driving school people crazy.

(small applause

in background)

And there is a lot of red tape.

It's very critical you have accountability.

example.

The time and the effort to

The teachers

And I
are

You have to have

But so much is red tape.

And I know the law enforcement -- my partners -- my team members

may get mad at me, but I'm speaking on behalf
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of the school and they are my team

members,

so I'm sure

applied
that

they'll back me

here.

for -- Asset Forfeiture Funds

(laughter in

tonight we've

Green, you've said that as

saying

well.

Asset

Forfeiture

Funds

money

seized

and

set

the County of Los Angeles there

up programs --

two-year

of this United States

are the key.

from drug

costs

$70,000 a year.

busts and

of this Asset

for all the County to

Forfeiture Fund.

period, 16 projects got funded because projects aren't cheap.

estimate --

of the

Ten percent.

was a pot of $2 million

educational programs out

Ten percent

property seized

drug-related crimes -- ten percent goes to education.
In

we

And I agree with that.

I hear the President

prevention programs and educational programs

The grant

heard -- tonight we have heard

prevention programs and educational programs are the key.

senator

we

background)

We don't have

the money to

Over

a

Our project
take out of

the

educational budget because money is tight.
People don't realize this, but 85 percent of budgets at your school districts go to
salaries.
earlier
of

I hate --

well,

and on about education.

about lottery funds and it was mentioned only

school district budgets come from lottery funds.

thing

for us -- a wonderful thing.

But that's another issue.
So
a

I could go on

around

And lottery has been a wonderful

But it hasn't answered our

what we need -- we do need funding.

talking for

two and a half to three percent

all of our problems.

But this is all related to gangs and what we're doing.

community is not going to raise

just

Comments I heard

Downey.

Even though we have a community behind us,

all your money.

I'm talking for

in southern California here --

Anything is helpful.

all those other

And I'm not

communities -- not

throughout the state that are

just

going to need to

address this issue.
At

this time, I'd

like to present

Sergeant Mike Wheatly

from the Downey

Police

Department who will finish this program.
SERGEANT MIKE WHEATLY:
first

Good evening.

As was previously mentioned, we did have our

gang-related homicide this past Saturday on our

led in a tragic stabbing of a Norwalk young man.
also

east boundary with Norwalk that

We do have one person in custody.

have a warrant for an outstanding suspect

-- probably the primary suspect.

We
He's

probably not a gang member and he does reside in a city in Orange County.
One -- obviously, one homicide is one too many, as goes for drive-by shootings.
are

proud

of

our

statistics,

gang-related

homicides,

gang-related

drive-by shootings.

suspects,

School

is

In

rather
Something

we've arrested all five

hours or so.
I

which

however.

the

low.
that

~ast

So

ten years,
far

this

we have

had four

year we've

had five

we're proud of is

of them either at

we

that out of five

the scene or within

the next 12

So we are proud of that.

want to talk a little
District.

It's

bit about our close relationship

really

been a

blessing.
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You need a

with the Downey Unified
strong relationship to

handle

anything, especially gang activity.

And we've come up with about 11 rules that

has worked for us that I want to go over quickly.
one, the

sch~ol

members

and potential gang members.

are

I know it's getting late, but number

officials must make a strong effort in recognizing and identifying gang

the associate members?

Who

are the leaders?

Who are the wanna be's?

Who are

the members?

Who

We have to know who these p Jple

are.
Beware
Who

of subjects loitering

are the

doesn't

people

near the campuses

dropping these

kids

before, during and

off and picking

hurt to write down a license plate, either.

after school.

them up after

school?

It

They -- the school has to develop

their gang file -- their intelligence -- just as the police do.
You have to have communication between the school officials and the police.
two-way street.

We have to listen to them.

have to both share.
You
use

It's a

It's listening as well as talking.

And we

And so far we both have done that.

have to develop informants.

in police work -- within

Maybe that's a bad

word, but it's a word that we

the school on potential gang

problems.

Sometimes these

people gladly give us information because something is going to go down - a shooting, a
drive-by,

a fight, and they're going to be out-numbered

and they want to give us that

information.
In-service training of administrators and staff by gang experts.

We try to hit all

the junior high and high schools at least twice a year and bring them up-to-date on the
new

gang attire, the hand

signals they're using, maybe

the new gangs in

town.

It's

also important for the school people to know their surrounding gangs.
Involve
potential
But

local

police --

uniformed as

on or off-campus problems.

sometimes it helps just to

suspect
on

the

problems.

going.

well as

detectives on

It depends how many personnel we have available.

park a black and white

This is preventative.

in front of the school

if you

Maybe the people will just drive by and keep

And you've handled the problem there.

people in the parking lots.

plain clothes

We

do like to put our plain clothes

They can see them and maybe these people -- sometimes they

can make us because of our cars, but we can gather intelligence that way.
Conduct
cause
"Joe
do

searches of gang members -- their lockers, their vehicles -- when probable

exists.

We cannot use the

school officials as our agents.

Blow has got a gun in his locker.
that.

We just can't say,

Would you guys go search it for us?"

That is illegal and they would be doing

our job.

We can't

If we suspect that, it is

our job to get a search warrant or to get the consent of the person to search.
school officials do have a little
and

so far we've been successful.

(no overlap on tape - testimony missing)

But the

than we do

We've recovered two guns in the last two years from

one of our local high schools and fortunately nobody was injured.
Notification

of proper

police officials
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upon discovery

of new

or old

graffiti

before

it is

means

something.

anybody.
It

painted

over.

And it

That was

also discussed previously.

doesn't do any

good just to

All this graffiti

paint over it

without telling

It gives us a roster of who these people are -- their nicknames, their names.

advertises their

exploits.

It also is

a way of

monitoring gang challenges

and

rivalries.
Usually,
and

I'm there by myself on

Mondays.

Mondays.

The gang detectives are

off on Sundays

And we usually. get three or four calls from the various schools.

And if

nothing else, we like to send out an officer or a police aid to take a Polaroid picture
where

the gang officers can

look at it first

thing Tuesday morning and

know what it

means.
It's
new

very important for the school officials to

students or out-of-district

transfers.

relay gang history information on

And it's

also important to

report minor

incidents involving gang members to us, even though no action is anticipated.

A lot of

these

people have strong probation

laws in effect.

I wasn't

aware

of -- that

a gang member

pager.

it's illegal for

One

of the things that

to have a

beeper

an

electronic

It's illegal for them to associate with other gang members.

It's also important for the administrators to keep their ears open.
these

people are

They've
important

saying.

They like to

brag sometimes about

even bragged about murders, drive-by shootings,
for them to pass

on this information to

their accomplishments.

assaults, graffiti.

us and we can

occurred in another jurisdiction, we can pass that on.

Listen to what

And it's

also -- even if

it

And they can remain anonymous.

And also, they -- for the school officials to encourage students to call the police
when

they hear

nothing
important
that

rumors.

A lot

is going to happen.
for ehe students to

of

CHAIRMAN GREEN:
MR. HANSTAD:
CHAIRMAN

are just that

But sometimes, something is
call after school or

hot-line, by the way, tells

what we'd like to do.

times these rumors

them if it is an

--rumors, azd

going to happen.

on a weekend to

i~'J

And

our hot-line and

emergency, to call 911 and

that's

Thank you for your attention.
Thank you.

Thank you, Senator Green.

GREEN:

Thank you very much for your testimony.

I -- and I know that --

that we'll be looking into some of the stuff that you just mentioned to us.

Thank you.

Okay, next we have Pastor William P. Miller, Norwalk Churches' Gang Task Force.
PASTOR WILLIAM P. MILLER:
CHAIRMAN GREEN:
PASTOR MILLER:
the
asked

churches.

Yes, Senator, it's very late.

How are you tonight?
Good to see you.

And we appreciate,

One of the questions is what is the role of -- of
first of all, the

hearing being set up.

But I've

Ken Meyers to tell about one arm of the churches -- the -- about half a dozen of

the churches in Norwalk have worked together after the -- the really tragic incident of
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the

death of the young man at

together

in southeast county.

churches like St.

Church,

Linus

And representatives from
and st. John of

and Native American Church

respond.

And I think

generating
don't

spring.

We began working

with United Neighborhood Organization which came out of East L.A., but is now

working
of

John Glen High School in the

maybe

God and my church,

in Norwalk, have been

that the role of

support, mobilizing

opinion,

churches

were moved in

the United Methodist

working together to

the churches is in

being a conscience.

do very well in getting out of their little

but the

the social concerns committees

~

to

the whole realm of

Sometimes the churches

-- little world -- our little world

the spring and

there was a

meeting with Sheriff

Block.
But
want
I

I think -- let Ken share a little bit

to work with you.

about that.

We need leadership from you.

think there -- there is a

I think we -- we certainly

And we want to give you support.

concern in the churches for beginning

more

money for the things that we believe in.

over

the last decade and we've

to work for -- for

And that's very different than the mood

got to -- we've got

to begin to mobilize that

and we

need to work with -- with you.
CHAIRMAN GREEN:

Thank you very much.

PASTOR MILLER:

MR.

Ken.

KEN MEYERS:

Senator Green and staff, my name

is Ken Meyers.

here of Norwalk and as the pastor said, also a member of UNO.
dealing
at

I am a resident

One thing I've found out

with UNO that getting groups together does mean a lot and does help.

the teachers

educating

-- the

the students.

teachers do

an outstanding

The law enforcement

job working

do a great job and

You look

with the

students,

they're a help.

But

they need the help of the outside -- the community banding together.
One
one

thing that I saw that kind of shocked me

of our local schools

educating
And

D.O. Johnston.

They

did a great job

on

the students on drug awareness and how to help the law enforcement officers.

they spent a

students.

I went to here

is the work that the teachers did at

lot of time

on their program

and they sent

fliers out to

all the

We're looking at almost 500 students at one school that they sent fliers out

to.
My

wife and I went to the school hearing.

We

looked around and there was only 12

parents out of 500 fliers that went out -- 12 parents.

And that was kind of sad to see

the work that they put in.to just hit 12.
One
together

way that I think we can help out is organizing groups together like UNO to get
with PTA, student groups -- to try to solve certain problems.

It's worked in

the past.
The

band (sic) on the

assault weapons.

UNO, PTA,

with your help also on this band (sic) was passed.
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a lot of community

groups and

Alcohol
other

in the parks was a big one here in Norwalk.

groups got together and we banned it.

important part.
One
the

Volunteer groups can help.

Funding is an

But getting the volunteer groups together means a lot.

thing UNO would like to do

parents.

UNO, along with PTA, a lot of

is work on educating, not just

Parents are a big point here and it's

the kids, but also

one thing that's lost in a lot of

the education and the funding.
One
L.A.

story that came to me that

happened in my own job --

I'm a paramedic here in

County -- and one that hit close to me was a gang-related shoQting.

That we show

up on scene and here's this little child -- approximately 12 to 14 years of age who was
shot

and he

sitting

there just really in tears.

son's not a --

was a neatly

a bad kid.

drugs off on the side.
You
child

dressed little guy.

And the mom

And she says, you know, "How can this happen?

He's not a member of a gang.

was
My

Granted my son does sell some

But he's helping the family."

know, how do you come out
that's bringing

wrong.

Very clean cut.

home

and tell the parents who are

$2,000 a week

to support the

unemployed that their

family is doing

something

Educating the parents is where it needs to go.

Not
side.

just working with

the parents, but

also educating the

kids on the

positive

We do a lot on -- as some of the speakers mentioned earlier -- coming up to the

kids and showing them, you know, the gang member that made it to the good side or drugs
are

bad for you.

We've got to educate the kids

they

can take to the mountains.

work

that they can do.

organizing

with

other

on the positive side.

The outings that they can do together.

These are things that we
community groups,

The trips that
The community

like to see happen in UNO along with

working with

the Police

Department.

Al::o

working with the teachers and the PTA.
One

thing I'd

convenience

like

to do is

UNO would like

-- whenever possible --

GREEN:

Thank you.

you at your

also Assemblyman Epple --

unite together and keep a strong move.
CHAIRMAN

to meet with

earliest

find ways that we

can

Thank you.

And if you

would get a hold of my

office to have an

appointment where we can get together, I'd be happy to meet with you.
MR. MEYERS:

All right.

CHAIRMAN GREEN:
MR.

MEYERS:

Thank you, Sir.

And I'm sure Assemblyman Epple will do the same thing.

Thank you.

And I'd

also like to thank your

staff.

They're doing a

good job.
CHAIRMAN
and

GREEN:

Your welcome.

These two here are

with the consultant and with the sergeants from

guess,

before we lose the whole audience tonight, I

the ones who organized tonight

Sacramento.

The local staff -- I

ought to thank the staff for what

they've done here and all of you that are here taking care of this tonight.
It's

been a long night, but it's

been an interesting night and we
-72-

(applause)

still have two

more

people to testify.

Diversion Program.
GERHARD

And we have

Gerhard Kahn a

Ph.D., Young Horizons

Juvenile

Dr. Kahn.

KOHN, PH.D.:

Thank you, Senator, for inviting me to testify.

It's a long

night for you and ...
CHAIRMAN

GREEN:

Well, my kidneys are rubber

and I can sit here for

a long

ime.

(laughter)
DR.

KOHN:

And I know

you do this a

lot, so perhaps we

will -- you can

go home

soon.
I

wear a

member

number

of hats.

One

is I'm a

clinic psychologist.

of the staff of the Department of Psychiatry at

Program Director for Juvenile Diversion Program.

UCLA.

Another

is I'm a

And another one is I am

I guess tonight I'm addressing you in

this last -- latter capacity.
I

just came back about

purposes
to

four weeks ago from

a trip to the

of the trip was to study crime, gangs, and

drugs.

Orient and one of

the

And the first town I came

to study was Singapore and I found out at my amazement, there was neither crime nor

drugs

nor gangs.

"Well,

And I asked the

authorities, "How do you do that?"

we do it because we enforce the laws."

And they said,

And I said, "Well, we do, too."

But he

said, "But not the way we do."
And then I moved onto Bangkok and my wife insisted to go shopping about one o'clock
at night.
there

I said you can't do this.

This is not safe.

and said, "She wants to go out.

said, "Oh, it's perfectly safe.

You have all those stands out there."

We have no problems here."

talked

to the police people and people

here.

And we don't have any drugs here.

do you do that?"
When

very good for tourists.

You

really feel safe.

the

women went

smiling.

out

They say -- they admitted that

It's very comfortable.

by themselves

And the women
and

people and you feel safe.

felt safe.

it was perfectly

You can

I was sick one day and

all right.

They

came back

Everything was perfect.

Utopia.

Can we

southern California?
Talking
education

And I got the same answer.

and the streets are full of

I felt safe.

I said, "How

Obviously, the way they attack their problems is

Because it's very safe there.

out at 12, one, two o'clock

have any crime

We don't have any gangs here."

I got to Hong Kong it was not quite that way.

And they

So next morning I went and

there and they said, "We don't

They said, "Well, we enforce the laws."

they have some problems, but minimal.

go

So we went to the hotel people

about

achieve

this here in

California?

Can we

achieve this here

Can we achieve this here in the United States?
the

questions that

you posed

in your

letter to

is very, very important to the problem of gangs and drugs.

in

I don't know.
me.

I

believe

However, we just

heard testimony, and I know from our statistics that anywhere between 25 and 45 percent
of the kids are drop-outs.

They're just not in school.
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You're not going to reach them

through the public schools -- or private schools.
In

addition to that, I also know from statistics that we have, that we deal with a

great

number of illegal

country,
out

and the first two

they don't send their kids

on the street.

education
find

aliens

in

Very often they

over to this

are home.

They are

They are unsupervised and involved in gang activities, and, again,

through the schools alone

ways

to schools.

years when they come

addition

to

-- not

would not reach those
without education,

young people.

but at

We have

to

least in

addition to

Senator, is that education is not

a matter of

education.
One

of the things that we propose,

teaching

a

Education
grave.

class

in

gang

is something

that

It has to start in

think

the only way we

these

areas.

We

responsible.

prevention

or

gang

has to start

-- it's a

the first grade and has

can accomplish this is

don't

teach teachers how

that subject.

make

kids feel good.
have

psychologist
maybe
Who

too

them how to learn.

many

psychologists

in

hundred of kids

teach those first

teach children in

to become personally

university

We don't

more

and they come

teach teachers how to

system.

Maybe

over to the

the state

we have

one

school building

They don't get into the classrooms.
develop self-esteem?

Unless we set up programs funded

system, through

We want

They teach it to psychologists, but

the school

graders how to

to happen unless we get funds?
the

And I

Not necessarily learning this subject

How to develop self-esteem.

for so many

is going to

through

cradle to the

to go up through college.

to teach kids

one day a week seeing about five, six kids.

going

concept from the

We don't teach teachers how to teach children how to learn.

to learn, but we don't teach

don't

identification.

We don't teach teachers -- there is no class to teach kids the quest for

them

we

-- gang

to teach teachers to

education, which to me is the pursuit of wisdom.
or

diversion

college system,

getting these teachers to do something that they're not now doing.

How

is th;s

by the Stace,

and some

way of

We are not going to

reach our children in any other way.
And
them.

then the next thing is we're going to have
Now it is true, they

ways of getting them there.
First
bilingual
good.

all

probation
and
it

had a

meetings.

parent education

meeting, two

parents showed

speakers -- everything -- everything was set up.

into counseling."
there

because

officers:

they

had been

"Get them there."

up.

We

Two parents showed up.

I went to both judges and

It happened.

now we have better attendance.
can be done.

But I think there

are

We have found ways of getting our parents out.

We had -- we asked the judges

parents
were

time we

don't show up to those

to go to those parents and talk to

had
No

I said, "Order the

Ordered them to counseling and next time they
ordered into

counseling.

I

had asked

the

The probation office helped getting them there

It's not

hundred percent.

We've got to get to those parents.
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It's not perfect.

But

We've got to help them understand

their job.
We

don't need to teach them what drugs look like.

give them a demonstration of drugs.
kids better.

But we have

We don't have to come and show
to teach them how to handle their

We have to teach them how to bring their kids -- how -- how to help their

kids to develop self-esteem.

We have to teach them self-esteem themselves becaue

nost

of them don't have this kind of self-esteem.
The

interesting thing is that in Long Beach, for instance, 75 percent of our gangs

operate

in

children

the

live in

They're

very

narrow

one

school district.

Sixty-three percent

Sixty-three

of the

percent in one

being bused out because they couldn't be handled

have beautiful integration.
the

housing area.

Long Beach

school district.

that way.

So, of course, we

They're all being bused out, but look at the compaction of

youngsters living in that compact area.

That's where the gangs are.

That's where

that is happening.
The

-- the one-to-one counseling is

very essential for at-risk youth.

for one-to-one counseling are almost non-existent.
around.

Everybody has testified to

ditto.

It's -- it's not there.

that makes no sense whatsoever.
In
the

There just isn't enough money to go

You have heard

all this.

We're competing for funds with

I can

just say

each other.

That --

We're all working on the same problem.

Long Beach alone, the incidence of gang membership has increased 100 percent in

last two years.

that

this.

The funds

We

went from 4,000 to

is not getting better.

state

does, no matter

8,000 gang membership in

That's obviously not

what the city

getting better.

does, it's getting

worse.

two years.

Now

No matter what the
We're obviously

not

coming to grips with the problem.
The
just

incidence of gang crime is getting worse and one of the problems is that we're

not

realistic

doing

the

right

thing.

We're

addressing --

have to

afternoon
kids

not addressing

the

problems of teaching these youngsters, of getting a hold of these youngsters

after school hours in recreational programs.
kids

we are

be

taken off the

street.

programs for these kids.

who are not in school.

I don't see recreational programs.

There has

We want them

If we have

to be money

so that we

These

can have

in school, obviously, but even those

recreational programs, maybe the counselor in

this recreational program can get them back to school.
And
these

if they are in school, they

make-shift programs and the rest of

doing their thing.
steal,
to

are in school for two hours

the time they are out there

And their thing is not very good, as we well know.

they rob, they take drugs, and they do all

do -- that I don't want them to do.
Now, talking about churches.

often.

or for four hours in
in the streets
They kill, they

the things that you don't want them

But we do nothing to take them off the street.

The churches have halls.

The churches have gyms very

There are places where we can -- with a little money, where we can hire people
-75-

-- it doesn't coat that much.
come

to.

have

a wonderful program.

some

of the

Where we can have centers for those people that they can

They can compete.

competing

They can do things.

And they can staff that.

We can take them off the street.

with each

other

And we can

We can get them away from

-- you're talking

about gangs.

And

we can

hopefully, get them away from killing each other, from shooting.
I

have a secretary working for me.

gang.

He was killed by the --

with a shovel.
Now

him.

a -- by a

They stabbed them

And she has a little baby.

Perhaps we have to all go to Singapore or Bangkok.

know what way to stop it.
the

they took a shovel and killed

She is 22 years old.

this has to stop.

Her husband recently got killed by

I don't

But I think funding -- I think -- I think there has to be --

State has to mandate community programs before the State gives anymore money.

State

has

programs

to
that

Department
took

mandate
will

community

take these

programs, community-wide
kids off

for a federal grant.

our

-- the

Police

called it Camp Piles (?).

a beautiful camp program.

They

The money

-- they applied

They didn't get it so the money also was killed.

And there was a

the Long Beach Police Department,
dead.

programs, community-based

The Sheriff's

this summer had an experiment with-- they

some of these kids and had

It's

the street.

The

Juvenile Division, had the summer

It was a beautiful program.

kids and some other

We had -- oh,

kids were in there.

I don't know

They came back.

They

money for it.
quite a few of

were just turned

around.
Now
success
But
we

our success rate

is

rather good.

rate measured by recidivism, by different

we do a lot of one-to-one and we do
don't always try

we're

We have

to get all

a -- probably about

a 92 percent

statistical measures that we apply.

parent work in a little different way

the parents together

in a lecture-type

be~au~e

forum.

w:.ac

trying to do is have parent support groups of about ten parents with a counselor

so that they can interact with one another.
information

and they walk out

something.

They have gotten to

They can support each other.

of there really feeling
talk.

They can get

good because they have

They have gotten

it out and they

gotten

can go home

with new ideas and new things to try.
That, again, is expensive.
with

It's much easier -- much cheaper to have seven lectures

500 parents in there than a night with ten parents.

But this type of thing tends

to work much better.
Peer
six

to

peer groups
eight

successful.
members

kids.

They

of gangs and they

out."

meet regularly.

They're all -- they're not

about how they can get out.
get

we have peer groups.

But

these are peer groups that -- of

They meet

previous members of.gangs.

come together and they

how to withdraw.
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and they're
They

talk about the problem.

You know, "I can't get out.

And they talk about

every week

very

are current
They talk

They're going to kill me if I

They talk

about realistic problems.

They talk about issues and it works.
Again,

small

classrooms
don't

groups,

don't do it.

go to school.

more

It's a good group situation.

money.

Large

classrooms,

cheaper.

And not all those kids are in classrooms.

And the few that

The rest

of the time

the large

Most of those kids

do go to school, go to school

school.

But

for two hours to

four

hours -- continuation-type

they're unsuper-c 3ed.

Half

of them are -- have one -- one parent kids and, you know, the mother works or the

father works, or they both work and who is there to supervise the kids?
The

the

attitudes.
and

important

thing is

We have to teach

that

we have to

works.

them

something about how this world really

this

world works.

They have never

And

years

we

can do with them

this is a different kind of
ago, and I remember the

closed
we

been told how this world

kid.

Where do they have
Nothing.

Not

Senator, what we need.
the

to go?

even a

need programs.

works.

what we do with

It's a different

with other programs

when I

And

did is maybe a few

was involved in teaching, that

It was a big no, no, you know.

Where can

away from them.

they go?

recreational program

There is

in the

Congressional districts.

they don't have

They have nothing
nothing for these
And

this is,

The State can mandate

That can

to be expensive,

we

You -- you

afternoon.

This is what the State can help us with.

cities, the districts, the

kids

them and tell

the world of home, the world of kids.

took their dance halls away; we took everything

kids.

to learn,

they don't know how

The worst thing we ever

days when

all the recreational facilities.

anymore.

them

They don't know what this works.

I don't believe

because

When I sit down with

works -- I just go --

and they -- they have the world of gangs,

But what's out there.

have to teach

them self-actualization, motivation, learning

something about how this world really

world

work -- we

Nobody.

be created.

but it does

These

cost money.

Thank you very much for allowing me to come.
CHAIRMAN

GREEN:

Well, thank you, Doctor, for your

time and effort on this issue.

You and I have talked many times and I appreciate your help.
DR. KOHN:
CHAIRMAN

Thank you very much.
GREEN:

Okay and our last

speaker is Keith Garrison from

Helpline Youth

Counseling.
MR.

KEITH

community-based

GARRISON:

Hi,

I'm

Keith

and

Helpline

agency that is based out in Bellflower.

Youth

Counseling

twenty minutes to eleven and

a

And I'd just like to say that

we've had a real huge impact on the community in cutting down youth violence.
about

is

my motorcycle's out in this

But it's

empty parking lot and

I'm beginning to doubt the impact that we have on youth violence right now.

(laughter)

So I'm going to finish my little lecture real quick. (laughter)
You
that

know a lot of the people

we've done at Helpline --

here today talked about funding.
and we put it together
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One

of the things

about five years ago --

is we

developed

what was called a Community

Agency Sports League with no

just

natural

in

the

programming.
Services

that

was

our

budgets

to put

on different

kind of

We called the league ACYSST and that stood for Associated Community Youth

Sports Tournaments.

softball,
also,

funding

funding at all

We put

together three

tournaments per

co-ed volleyball, and male and female basketball.

at the end of that year, put together

a Camp-A-Rama.

year

co-ed

No cost to the kids.

we

Our goal for that program

was to tear down the territorial boundaries that the gangs have.
We
the

feel like that the same thing -- the

Coalition of Community Agencies felt like

same thing that keeps kids involved in gang

us

from solving the gang problem.

together,

activity is the same thing that keeps

That was our egos.

put down our egos, and put

So we were all willing to come

together a league that dealt with

only kids who

were involved in counseling at community-based agencies.
This

program ran

together

for about

five years

and

very, very

wa~

a program where we took Vario Norwalk; we

successful.

Insane Cripe; and we also brought

in the Bloods from L.A., which everyone knows-- they don't get together.
kids on

a

camping trip and

members our first year.
said

that they would

week.

what we called

our Camp-A-Rama.

And the response from the kids varied a lot.
never

come on another camping

We only stayed for three nights.

put

had Segundo; we had the Long Beach

Eastside Longo; we had Rolling Twenty Cripe; the

these

We

We

We

took

took 48 gang

Some of the kids

trip unless we could

stay for a

The other kids -- a lot of the kids talked and

they said, "Well, look, if I see you in the street, I'm not going to jump on you.

I'll

jump on your partner, (laughter) but I won't jump on you," you know.
We're
thing

not saying that we're alleviating

that we need to do

is to begin to dehum .•.

Tear down those boundaries.

about

other thing that we

was

They see me as Keith, okay?

did on a low

partnerships and.coalitions.

what's

budget was that --

We formed a Helpline this

called the Southeast Partnership

also a part of that.

--to humanize other gang

tte

tha~

membe~s.

Let people interact with one another and they don't see me

as the Rolling Twenty Crip anymore.
The

gang violence, but we're saying

on Youth Violence in

He came and -- in

A person.
a lot of people

talked

year as of March 1st -which Assemblyman Epple

our second conference this year he gave a

keynote speech and was also on a panel.
What
youth

the partnership was was that Kaiser gave us a

violence in southeast

before

As

all of my

said, we obviously knew there was a gang problem

obviously
about

L.A. County.

knew there was a lot of

how many gang members

drugs.
latchkey

We know

there was

kid problem.

different gangs.

was here and there.
a lack

of after

$25,000 grant to do a study on
constituents that were
in L.A. County.

here

We all -- we

A lot of people quoted statistics
We know that the

school programs.

kids were dealing

We know

there was

a

We know that Parks and Recs weren't providing adequate programs
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for kids.

We know that there was no day-care programs.

So what we did is we formed a coalition of a hundred people in the fourteen cities
of

southeast L.A. County, which took from Long Beach all the way out to Whittier.

we

broke these --

"Presenting
different
region

we

called these hundred people

the Challenge."

And

regions -- the south

being

Cerritos,

Paramount,

at this

in at a conference

point

they were to

region being Long Beach

Downey,

Bellflower,

and

that we called

to break

Hawaiian Gardens, Norwalk, and Artesia; and the

the east

the

it'

and Signal Hill; the

Lakewood;

And

=entral

region being

north region being Santa Fe

Springs, Whittier, La Mirada, and Pice Rivera.
So what we did was we broke into those four regions and each region was supposed to
meet

three times

violence
plan

through

the summer and

in their community.
one that went from

were

develop an action

What we were trying to
K to 12 and also

plan to deal

with youth

do was develop a holistic action

a parents' education program because

really feeling that the parents needed to be educated about gang violence.

did

this.

"You

So after (no overlap on tape -

know, there's no way we

three

we

So we

testimony missing) people were saying like,

can achieve this.

We can't

do this task and meet

only

times before October 18th," which was the second conference that was-- that was

"Meeting the Challenge."
So they decided that we needed to meet on a monthly basis.
community leaders and they began to meet on a monthly basis.
wanted

to do was to

develop some subcommittees so

So we took all of these
Then they decided what we

that we could really

get the task

done.
Consequently,

what happened was two of the regions pulled off their program before

they pulled off pilot
conference

programs before the October

that they were supposed to present their

18th conference, which was

the

action plan and then implement it

the following year.
The
and

Long Beach-Signal Hill region, which is the south

what that was was--

yeah.

it was a ••. What was

the name of the program,

It was a DARE -- it was sponsored by DARE.

Fire

Department, Parks and Recreations.

money.

Los Altos Hospital,

Helpline,

The

region, put on a program -anyway?

Oh,

The Police Department was in it, the

City of Long Beach also

and the Paramedics were

sponsored some

also there.

And what

they did was what I call put together a little traveling show.
Initially,
Long
the

they were going to

take 25 kids from

Beach -- take them out to the Police Academy,
Navy was involved in this.

each park

inner

city park in

keep them there for a week -- also

Keep them there for a week and then bring them back to

the community every night and do their little program with them.
So when the partnership formed and we had all of the players that were all together
in

the thing, we said, "Well, why don't we mix
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your program that you're going to take

with

the week -- for that

week -- why don't we

who has a

mix it with the Parks

day-care program and

also a day

and Recreation

program

who has --

camp and also

a free

lunch?"

So versus impacting 25 kids in -- in each community, you can -- you can impact

200 kids who are in the day-care thing, plus anyone else that's involved in the park.
So
and

they came in and they did

the Jaws of Life and they

the police brought the helicopters in

some

brought the paramedics in

and Helpline and Los Altos came

goal-setting groups with the kids, which was a

week-long program.

in and did

At the end of

the

week -- on Friday at the end of the week, the kids were all taken to the Navy Base

and

they got to ride a gun ship.

lot

and play Atari.

And these are inner city kids who sit at the house a

And when they

got on these Navy ships and

they saw the big guns

and they saw the scanning equipment and everything, these kids were like, "I want to be
in

the Navy."

So they got exposed

the skipper on the ship took the

miles an hour and went through maneuvers.
in

the water.

ship up to 55

Fifty-five miles an hour and stopped it dead

And the kids were like just -- and the parents were also there and they

were just like really amazed.
The

north region

bound-type

program --

also
an

put on a

seven-week summer program

outward challenge program.

which was an

We got $5,000

outward

from Supervisor

Schabarum's Office to pull this program off.
What

we

backpacking.
really
were

did

was

we

set up

a seven-week

program that

entailed camping,

Also some -- just some social activities like a Dodger game.

interesting for the Dodger

game because all 'the

some

And it was

people from the north

region

Latinos and they were supposed to be barrio -- they were supposed to be real gang

members.

And they weren't supposed to be caring about anything else.

And they g•;t ; o

this ball game and they had their hands in the bullpen to get their autographs on
hands

and everything and it was just

like real good to see them

th~~k

act like kids again,

versus acting that tough role.
We

did that.

We did a repelling program.

it's

the slipping (?) down the

kids

-- this was the first kids

you

If you don't know what repelling is, is

side of a mountain by

that we brought kids from four

know anything about this area, La

from Pico Rivera

reaching

life-threatening situation.
the

for kids from La

We took

these

different cities.

Mirada and Pico Rivera don't get

took La Mirada and Pico Rivera out on a 100-foot cliff.
kids

means of ropes.

along.

If

So we

We set up the ropes and we had

Mirada in what they

perceived as a

And it was real funny because that was the first time that

barriers started to really fall and the kids started getting along.

And they were

scared and it was an okay place to be afraid.
The

final combination

of

camping trip in Catalina Island.
three

community volunteers on

what I think

was a very

good program, was

a five-day

And we took again -- we took 48 to 50 kids and two or
this trip with
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us.

Again, we

took all of

these gang

members and the Bloods from L.A.

And -- these people -- the program was so successful,

I think that these people still stay in touch.
meet

at the Whittier

Boys

Club and they go

They do a lot of things together.
out to Magic Mountain

together.

They
So the

boundaries were completely torn down and our goals were achieved.
Another
presented
Rockwell
and

interesting
here is

the

thing

our

Dar-- "It's Okay to be Okay."

region

which was

region -- we

Tony Ostos,

pulled off what

Nho

we call a

And we brought in big business --Rockwell --

What we did was we pulled in 300 area students from eight

schools around, with the

brought

central

Chairperson for that

we used their DEI Room.

high

was

exception of Downey.

We

them into the DEI Room on a youth conference

brought in these kids

and we

that was called "It's Okay to be

Okay."
The morning -- what they did was talk about what that statement meant -- "It's Okay
to be Okay" and they were intra-school groups.

In the afternoon, they got together and

they developed what was an action plan to make their community and their school an okay
place.
And

I'm real proud to say that the program is still in tact.

It went off November

16th and the schools have already organized what they are calling "Multi-Ethnic Clubs."
One

of the things that came out of the conference

saying

was that all the schools there were

they needed to tear down the color barrier.

Not only the gang thing, but there

was a lot of emphasis on ethnic kinds of things that were going on in the community.
The

east region has put together

they

are training 34 Filipino peer counselors

right now and they are using peer counseling and they're working with a lot of the kids
in the schools.
They

These kids were from Whitney so they were kind of the real smart kids.

weren't the at-risk

Filipino

students.

And they're

doing work with

and other Asian communities -- they're doing a

a lot of

the young

lot of work in those schools.

And it's interesting how the peer counselor training works and I guess I'm going to let
Karen

tell you a little

bit about the peer

counselor

training.

This was

a program

that she had kind of developed and carried along at Helpline since she's been there and
we

kind of took an off-shoot on it and did it in a different way.

So I'm going to let

her tell you how she does her program.
MS.

KAREN HUSTUS:

Youth Counseling.
of

Hustus.

I'm Program Director of Helpline

I'm also the Coordinator of Helpline Youth Counsel, which is a group

peer counselors who

community

Hi, my name is Karen

facilitate with the

doing community-based programs

counselors at the

as well as

agency and out

individual and group

in the

counseling

on-site at the different agency locations that we have.
The
that

thing that

shot out

at

when I saw the outline
me was the

word "success."

for the presentations tonight, the thing
And

when I was

listening to all

the

different presentations here I thought of the word "success" because I think, just like
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we

want

running

to

feel successful,

an agency or

whether we're

doing a summer

making a

program, I think

presentation or
kids want to

whether we're

feel successful,

whether they're doing it in their neighborhood, in their family, in their school, or in
their gang.
So for the kids at Helpline who come in who are all high-risk kids or at-risk youth
with

problems, ages 8 to 18, what we provide for them is the opportunity to help other

kids.

And we

have

found that

opportunity

is very successful

and leads them

in a

direction where they can, in turn, help other youth, improve their communities, improve
their schools, and improve their own self-esteem and family life.
What we've done with kids on-campus, as well as in the agency, is provide a 12-week
peer counseling training program which teaches them basic counseling skills and teaches
them how to deal with certain issues deal ••.

--especially youth violence, drug abuse,

child abuse, and relational -- relationship issues that they have with their friends at
school and at home.
What we've noticed with these kids is that we'll put a really tough gang kid into a
program

like that and all of a sudden they're softening up and all of a sudden they're

pushing

back from the gang.

they

realize that they

point

And I think it's because they feel successful and because

have abilities that

maybe some people

had overlooked at

one

and where they can apply it and feel positive regard from other kids, as well as

get the support from the counseling staff and the community that they haven't gotten in
the past.
Helpline is a little bit different than other agencies in the sense that we provide
them a multifaceted program working with kids, not only giving them the activities
Keith

was talking about, but also providing the individual group and family counseling

that

they need.

what

the community has provided for them.

from

a very high-risk youth to a

our

th~t

But also

goals and one of the

giving them the opportunity

to give back to

the community

And we find that for us to see a child grow

youth that's giving back to the

things that we try --

community is one of

constantly are striving to do

at the

agency.
That's

that's it.

CHAIRMAN

GREEN:

Well,

thank you

to finish

up

with Helpline,

especially
fledgling

to what

you

are today.

I

very much.
one

We have

heard a

of the agencies

gave you a

lot tonight

I've seen grow

lot of support

here when it

and

from a
first

started and have been in your camp ever since.
But

the issue that we have looked at is gangs

different
thanks
whole

things by different people.

And I think the

to those people that testified and thanks to
evening, because it

has

and violence.

been a long one.
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We've heard a lot of

big thing I'd like

to say is

those people who sat here for the
We had planned on

leaving at nine.

It's

now ten minutes to

hours

eleven.

of hearing -- is one of

through.
And
these

puts us -- from

the longer ones, I think, that

six to eleven --

five

the sergeants have gone

And I know this has been informative to us all.
I just want to thank

type of meetings.

report

And so that

everybody tonight and the solutions

that will come from

Because as this thing is put together in a form -- and

form, then that's where the

legislation comes from.

And

~

the

but the answer is

not Sacramento itself, but it's a teamwork thing that we all have to do together.
And
you.
It's

I'm from Sacramento and here and I'm there to try to do things for you to help
And -- but we all have to

not just money.

And it's not just education.

combination of all of those.
we'll

work together as a team and it's

not just one thing.

It's not just enforcement.

It's a

And the more we work together and communicate, the sooner

win the war that we're fighting.

And I thank you all for coming out and sitting

through this tonight.
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